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PREFACE
I have entered into an area totally new to me and foreign because it is culturally different with the
concepts embeded fully within the context of the culture. The writings are pictographic which can be
read only by the experts in the field. As a result I had to rely on the articles, essays, and research
findings entirely and had used profusely without daring to transcribe them in my own way.
There was serious problem with the mixing up of the message and the messenger. So it is not
surprising that we are told, this Prophet who visited Americas was indeed Jesus himself. But then he
was still wearing cross on his dress and carries a cross with him as a symbol without ever claiming
the death and resurrection directly. Parallel to this was the Prophet Pai Sume and his legends.
Evidently the messenger left a long time ago and the message was transmitted with historical storied
of Kings who claimed themselves as gods. This was common practice all over the world by the
emperors so that the subjects actually worshiped them. The names of god were taken over by
several historical persons making the interpretation more difficult.
To my surprise most of my friends who heard from me had never heard about Sume Thomas’ visit to
America. But the Indians of America had no doubt about his visit, his contribution to culture, his
teachings and how he was chased from state after taste till he left America to India on a Snake Boat.
What I have done is the collect the research and studies of various scholars and codify them in their
own words. I have tried to give all credit to those brave ones as internet links.

Ninan
April 2021
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I
THE EARTH
And God said, “Let the waters under the sky be gathered into one place, so that the dry land may
appear.” And it was so. 10God called the dry land “earth,” and the gathering of waters He called
“seas.” And God saw that it was good.…
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This is how the world map of the period looked like, as drawn by the early adventurous people of the
period. This map was drawn by Strabo

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/how-the-world-looked-when-jesus-was-born-according-toroman-geographers
Two thousand years ago, around the time that Jesus of Nazareth was born, the second Holy Temple
was still standing in Jerusalem. The Great Pyramid at Giza was already 2,500 years old, but the
Library of Alexandria was still around. In Rome, the Colosseum hadn’t been built yet.
The best scholarly guide to the world Jesus was born into is a man called Strabo. ((c. 64 BCE – 24
CE)
Amasia was on the edge of the Roman empire, and when Strabo was born around 64 B.C., in Amasia,
a town in the central north of what’s now Turkey. One of the great works of his life was a 17-volume
geography, which described in detail the contours, cities, and cultures of the world as it was known to
the scholars of his time.
It is in this context, the claim of the visit of Thomas in American continent to be reviewed. Is it
possible?
The Maya civilization started around 2600 BCE and came into existence by 1800 BCE on
Guatemala's western coast. By 1000 BCE the Maya had spread throughout the lowland forests of
southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras. They were essentially hunter gatherers and
tribals and in these pre-classic periods If we take the Universal Flood at the time of Noah dated
around 2300 BC, this is almost the same period as any other civilization in the world.
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This is the map of Pomponius Mela in AD 43
Pomponius (c. 43 AD) after dividing the Earth into five zones, of which two only were habitable, he
asserts the existence of antichthones, inhabiting the southern temperate zone inaccessible to the folk
of the northern temperate regions from the unbearable heat of the intervening torrid belt.
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India Extrema XXIIII Nova Tabula (1st Printed Map of Asia)
By Sebastian Munster made in 1552
Here we can see almost all East are marked as India.
Circled titles says:India below Ganges, India Beyond Ganges and India Superior
Cathay is China
India Extrema XXIIII Nova Tabula (1st Printed Map of Asia) - Barry Lawrence Ruderman Antique
Maps Inc. (raremaps.com)
Therefore if there is no mention of the Americas even upto 1552. That would not mean the continent
did not exist nor that they had no connection with the rest of the world. There must have been normal
sea traffic between the other continents and people in South and North America as they were as
much in existence with the inhabitants alive. This anonymity came just because, the major
commercial traffic was under Roman world and we have only those worlds who were in contact with
them. It was the trade routes that made the difference. In fact in the recent years evidence has come
up indicating Hebrew contact with both the North and South America to the local tribes whom we
know as Red Indians. They may not have produced big commercial ships, but there certainly must
have been boat and small ships. They were there as much as the Persians and the Indians and they
were indeed in contact with the rest of the world. So it is as much a possibility that Thomas visited
these places as much as the Thomas traditions of India.
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All countries that lay on the EAST was called India.
Later as traffic increased they were renamed.
Is America in the East of Europe or in the West?
I could not find the ends of the earth!!
All the people to the East were called Indians except of China.
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How did he do it? Did he take a ship? Did he walked over the waters? Or Did he jump over the sea
from one continent to the other?
Even though it was not known to the European and Indian traders, there must have been small boats
or even ships plying between Africa and America and probably between China and America. Hence it
will not be such a surprise that Thomas reached America.
During the first centuries of colonization in America, the first Jesuits who arrived in Brazil were
surprised by the receptivity of Karayo natives, who lived in the coastal territory between the city of
Cananéia (SP) and the region of Lagoa dos Patos (RS). These natives not only reported, but also
showed various records and signs of “proof” that became strong indications of the passage of
Thomas by the South of America. Interestingly, there are similar records in India, indicating it is the
same person. The natives also reported the mythological figure of a white man who would have
visited their South of America in Pre-Columbian times. This figure, which they attributed the nickname
“Father Sumé”, was identified and merged with São Tomé - Saint Thomas
“Legends of local Indians in the Amazon region tell of a bearded, white man with long, light robes who
arrived by the sea, a man cited as a good and wise man who taught the indigenous people the basic
concepts of agriculture, which would result in the planting of several plants and the facilitation of local
life. This man would be serene and with little difficulty he would have learned the language of the
natives, beginning to pass on his knowledge to all who sought him out.
Many shamans traveled long distances to meet this man, and even in times of war there were long
meetings of rival peoples who met only to be able to hear the man's speeches.
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The White God

When the Spanish conquistadors and the Catholic fathers first arrived on the shores of Mexico, and in
South America, and when the English and French colonizers and missionaries first penetrated
Canada and United States, they received from the native Indians tribes scattered in the western
hemisphere several versions of a tradition of a "Bearded God" who had in the distant past visited their
ancestors, taught them their culture, and mysteriously disappeared, but who would eventually return
to them.
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Almost two thousand ears ago a mysterious white man appeared in various tribes among the
American Nations. He came to Peru from the pacific. He traveled through South and Central America
among the Mayans, into Mexico and all of north America, then back to Ancient Tula, from whence he
departed across the Atlantic tot he land of his origin. Who was this white Being, prophet, healer, god,
who spoke a thousand languages, healed the sick, raised the dead, and taught in the same words as
Jesus Himself?
A Mayan legends says: “In ancient times there came to that land twenty men the chief of who was
called Cocolan.. they wore flowing robes and sandals on their feet, they had long beards and their
heads were bare. They ordered that the people should confess and fast. (Orio miller, the day spring,
33.) Many of the legends have the white bearded god appearing suddenly from the east in long
flowing robes, sandals on his feet and marks in his hands.

About two centuries before the Spanish conquest of Mexico, the Huatulco area was colonized by the
Mexicas, - the Aztecs. When they occupied the land, noticing the locals worshiped the wooden cross,
they called the place “Cuauhtolco”, a Nahuatl word which means “the place where the wooden log is
adored”. There is Church in that area today.
Versions found in Bahia, identify Sumé with the apostle Thomas and, according to a Bahian friar, he
taught the Indians to cultivate cassava, corn, beans and bananas and their many uses. One type of
banana is even called by his name. He taught them the use of Yerba mate. (Yerba mate is used to
make a beverage known as mate. When served cold, the drink is called tereré in Guaraní. It is
traditionally consumed in central and southern regions of South America, primarily in Paraguay, as
well as in Argentina, Uruguay, southern and central-western Brazil, the Chaco region of Bolivia and
southern Chile.). Yerba mate is the national drink of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay, more popular
than coffee, chocolate, and true tea combined. In some places the first sip of Yerba is dedicated to
Sume.
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He taught the Gurani’s the religion of monotheism. The creator God Nande, Ruvusu or Nande Papatenonede and he was the envoy of this God. He also taught ethical principles of social tribal life and
inter-tribal relationships, making of utensils, and nutrition principles.
These stories of their past extends throughout the American territory all the way even to the tribes in
the United States. What changes is the name of the hero, but the stories are practically the same. It is
thus certain that the it refers to a cultural hero who worked among various tribes who lived in large
areas of the continent.
After the arrival of the Jesuits, this person was identified as Apostle Thomas. However there are
some who claim that this was the Apostle Barthalomew (Nathaniel). It is possible that Thomas and
Barthelomew shared their ministry together as they did also in India. Jesus did sent his disciples to
evangelize two by two.

The Apostle St. Bartolomew drawing from Guaman Poma de Ayala 1615

Mark 6:7 “And he called the twelve and began to send them out two by two,
and gave them authority over the unclean spirits.”
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The great Quetzalcoatl would since be remembered as
the ruler and exemplary politician, civilizing hero,
Inventor of the calendar,
discoverer of corn, master farmer,
inventor of the art of casting metals, carver of precious stones,
judge, lawyer, king of the Toltecs and
a God who managed to unify the new world.
In Aztec times (14th through 16th centuries) Quetzalcóatl was
revered as the patron of priests,
the inventor of the calendar and of books,
and the protector of goldsmiths and other craftsmen;
he was also identified with the planet Venus.
As the morning and evening star,
Quetzalcóatl was the symbol of death and resurrection.
The legend is often troubled as to its origin and its history, but all aspects converge for a white man,
who passed on his knowledge to tribes and its end is also unique: after long years of teaching, the
man began to be uncomfortable with the continuation of polygamy and cannibalism. In trying to
change these indigenous habits, they began reject his teachings, until he was expelled from
Brazilian soil. What happened to him is uncertain. Some say that he returned to the sea and others
say that he would have gone to the Andes. Wherever he went he left a footprint. They are seen even
today”
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This man is known in different parts of the continents by different names
Quetzalcoatl. Some of his many other names were:
Quetzalcoatl, Votan and Wixepeckocha (Mexico)
Virachocha (In Guatemala)
Hyustus (in Peru) .
Sume (In Brazil )
Bochica (in Columbia) .
Con-Tici or Lila_Tici (To the Peruvians - ici Meaning both Creator and the Light.)
Kukulcan.(To the Mayans)
Lono, Kana, Kane or Kon, Kanaloa (In the Polynesian Islands)
(meaning the Great light of great brightness.)
Kane-Akea, (the Great Progenitor), onga-roa, (the god of the Ocean Sun.)
Huracan, - the great Lord.(In the Popol Vuh)
Chee-zoos, (the Dawn God.) (Among the north Americans tribes )
E-See_co_wah, (the Lord of the wind and Water). In the southeast,
Hea-wah-sah, (He is from afar off.) In the northeast,
Waicomah, (the fair God who ruled the ocean.) In the Dakotas
Ee-Meshee, (the Wind God) Among the Choctah,
Tia-acomah (Lord Miracle Worker). to the Yakima People
Kate-Zahl (Toltec),
Kul-kul-kan (Maya),
Tah-co-mah (NW America),
Waicomak (Dakota),
Wakea (Cheyenne, Hawaiian and Polynesian),
Waikano (Orinoco),
Hurakan,
the Mighty Mexico,
E-See-Co-Wah (Lord of Wind and Water),
Chee-Zoos,
the Dawn God (Puan, Mississippi),
Hea-Wah-Sah (Seneca),
Taiowa, Ahunt Azoma,
E-See-Cotl (New Guinea),
Itza-Matul (Yucatan),
Zac-Mutul (Mayan),
Wakon-Tah (Navajo),Wakona (Algonquin), etc..

12
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Inventor of Ce Acatl: The Calendar
Quetzalcóatl’s calendar name was Ce Acatl (One Reed). When he left for India he promised the
Aztec that he will return by the end of Reed. This led the Aztec sovereign Montezuma II to regard the
Spanish conqueror Hernán Cortés and his comrades as divine envoys, because 1519, the year in
which they landed on the Mexican Gulf coast, was One Reed year.

The Aztec sun calendar is a circular stone with pictures representing how the Aztecs measured days,
months, and cosmic cycles.
Aztec Calendar Stone, with the Sun god framed by 4 Earthquake symbols, enclosing the gods
representing the four previous world ages. Drawing originally published in Nuttall (1901).
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The 260 days of the sacred calendar were grouped into twenty periods of 13 days each. Scholars
usually refer to these thirteen-day as "weeks" . These were renamed by Spanish as trecenas, using
a Spanish term derived from trece "thirteen" . .
The tonalpohualli and xiuhpohualli calendars ran simultaneously, They have often been explained as
two engaged, rotating gears, in which the beginning day of the larger 365-day wheel would align with
the beginning day of the smaller 260-day cycle every 52 years. This 52-year period constituted a
Mesoamerican “century”.
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The passing of one 52-year cycle (xiuhmolpilli) to another was marked by the most important religious
event of the Aztec world, the New Fire Ceremony, also known, appropriately enough, as the 'Binding
of the Years' ceremony. This was when a human sacrifice was made to ensure the renewal of the sun.
If the gods were displeased, then there would be no new sun and the world would end.
Each trecena is named according to the calendar date of the first day of the 13 days in that trecena.
In addition, each of the twenty trecenas in the 260-day cycle had its own tutelary deity:
Xiuhpōhualli is the Aztec year (xihuitl) count (pōhualli). One year consists of 360 named days and 5
nameless (nēmontēmi) days. These 'extra' days are thought to be unlucky. The year was broken into
18 months of twenty days each. Through Spanish usage, this month has become commonly known
as a veintena.

Before his departure, Quetzalcoatl announced:
*Be joyful!
A new day is drawing near, the magnificent day of radiant beauty,
when to my place I must return.
Then you will see me!
On that day you will understand the divine reasons; I
will grow my crop and reap what I have sown.
And then, the malevolent animal will vanish forever and
you will be able to walk in peace *
“Let the dawn come.
Let all the people and all the creatures have peace,
let all things live happily,
for the love must not only be between humans, but between all living things …
These are the words of our grandmothers and grandfathers, the travellers in time,
our ancestors from the stars: ‘We are all one’…
The Vale of Tears, the Nine Hells, is over and it is time to prepare for the Thirteen Heavens.
The ancestors are returning, my brothers and sisters, and we do not have long.
Now is the time that the prophecies will be fulfilled.
May we all arise.
May we all arise.
Not one will be left behind.“
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II
QUETZCOATL TAUGHT MONOTHEISM
The Monotheism of Aztecs and its similarity with Jewish Mysticism

From the void or nothing, the first god, Ometeotl created itself.
Ometeotl was both male and female, good and evil, light and darkness, fire and water, judgment and
forgiveness, the god of duality.
Ometeotl - "Two God," "Lord Two"
Ometecuhtli (male form)
Omecihuatl (female form)
Omeyocan (Heaven, "Place of Duality")
God is defined as:
Ayac Oquipic: Nobody Gave Him/Her/Them Being or Form
In Tona In Tote: Our Mother, Our Father
Ipalnemohuani: The One in Whom We Live and Move and Have Our Being/ The Giver of Life
lhuicahua in Tlalticpaque: The One who Makes the Heavens and the Earth
Yocoyani: Creator of All that Exists.
Pedro de los Ríos, interprets the name from Two-Lords to Three-Lords, and identified the deity to the
Christian Trinity!. - Father, Mother and Son who then created the cosmos in four directions.
According to him Om means two, Ome implies three. But critiques think this is a forced interpretation.
As anyone can see, this is very much the teachings of the Abrahamic religion. Any monotheism will
invariably have to define a God who is self created and from whom the cosmos and the sentient
beings were evolved. Thus prior to creation God is referred to in three process
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000 Ein (Nothing)
00 Ein Sof (Infinte Nothing) (Heb. " ;אֵין סוֹףThe Infinite," that which is boundless)
0 Or Ein Sof (Infinite light)
From this infinite light came the Trinity in existential form with properties, all three as having one
essence.
A similar argument is shown in the definition and emanation in the Aztec tradition. The existential
being Ometeotl was thus male and female - one in essence and one in body. They gave birth to four
sons but not of one essence with them but with varying characters. Thus strictly speaking they are not
Divine beings as the Christian Trinity.
The concept of coming into self-existence and the God is union of father and mother are unique
seldom found other than in Abrahamic religions.

Ome means Two >> male and female one body
Ardha Nareeswara in Sanskrit.
(Genesis 2:24 ). For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife,
and they will become one flesh.
Ometeotl was both male and female, good and evil, light and darkness, fire and water, judgment and
forgiveness, the god of duality."ay ōmeteōtl ya tēyōcoyani", literally "two-god, creator of humanity."
"Lord and Lady of Duality", "Lord and Lady of the Near and the Close", "Father and Mother of the
Gods", "Father and Mother of us all", who received the gift of the ability to create other living beings
without childbearing. This is emanation and hence not essence of divinity.
This creative principle had no temples nor were they worshipped, but found in thee priestly teachings.
This God-goddess was also called Moyocoyani - “One who created Oneself”
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From Ometeotl (Ometecuhtli and Omecihuatl—also called Tonacatecuhtli and Tonacacihuatl)
emanated four pairs of children (twins), the four Tezcatlipocas, who each preside over one of the four
cardinal directions of Universe. Each pair is assigned a color and varied in their character.
Over the West presides the White Tezcatlipoca, Quetzalcoatl, the god of light, mercy and wind.
Over the South presides the Blue Tezcatlipoca, Huitzilopochtli, the god of war.
Over the East presides the Red Tezcatlipoca, Xipe Totec, the god of gold, farming and Spring time.
And over the North presides the Black Tezcatlipoca, also called simply Tezcatlipoca, the god of
judgment, night, deceit, sorcery and the Earth
They were in pair twins with opposite characters.
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Codex Féjervary-Mayer
Showing the four twin gods created by the father/mother Ometeotl
The Tree of Life indicates their creation.
From the Codex Fejérváry-Mayer, an Aztec cosmological drawing with the god Xiuhtecuhtli, the lord
of fire, and the calendar in the center with the other important gods around him each in front of a
sacred tree

19
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Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca, the Twin Brothers from the West

Fifth Age of the New Creation
“Behold I make all things New”
There had been four Ages or Worlds, or "Four Suns", before the present universe with new creation
since the coming into existence of monotheistic God. These earlier worlds and their inhabitants had
been created, by one of the four pairs, then the leading deity was forced to destroy the world by the
catastrophic action because of the evil that came to be perpetuated. In this case since these deities
themselves were not gods they themself created evil complicating the process. A new world and a
new sun was created. The present world is the fifth such age with a fifth sun and new human
beginning. The Aztec saw themselves as "the People of the Sun," whose divine duty was to wage
cosmic war in order to provide the sun with his nourishment.
The story of creation, according to the Aztecs, is actually a story of birth, death, and rebirth. When
the world is destroyed, it's born again through the sacrifice of one of the gods, and so through the
birth of a new sun. The idea is seen in Christianity where the Son of God who is one in essence with
God sacrifices himself for the redemption of his creation. The result is that He will be able to redeem
and make a new beginning.
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Creation requires the sacrifice of God, because to create free willed sentient beings requires God
himself to limit his will and sovereignty to give the creation the freedom space. This is what the
creation in Jewish mysticism calls the TzimTzum - the contraction to give space to sons and
daughters. Without this space there will be only machines not sons and daughters.
“Prior to Creation, there was only the infinite Or Ein Sof filling all existence. When it arose in G-d's Will
to create worlds and emanate the emanated ... He contracted (in Hebrew "tzimtzum") Himself in the
point at the center, in the very center of His light. He restricted that light, distancing it to the sides
surrounding the central point, so that there remained a void, a hollow empty space, away from the
central point ... After this tzimtzum ... He drew down from the Or Ein Sof a single straight line [of light]
from His light surrounding [the void] from above to below [into the void], and it chained down
descending into that void. ... In the space of that void He emanated, created, formed and made all the
worlds.”— Etz Chaim, Arizal, Heichal A"K, anaf 2

The unknowable Ein (Nothing) give rise to three existential forms:
Father, Life giving Spirit (Mother) and the Son
- three co-substantial God
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The tzimtzum or tsimtsum (Hebrew  צמצוםṣimṣūm "contraction/constriction/condensation") is a term
used in the Lurianic Kabbalah to explain Isaac Luria's doctrine that God began the process of creation
by "contracting" his Ohr Ein Sof (infinite light) in order to allow for a "conceptual space" in
which finite and seemingly independent realms could exist. This primordial initial contraction, forming
a ḥālāl happānuy "vacant space" ( )חלל הפנויinto which new creative light could beam, is denoted by
general reference to the tzimtzum. In Kabbalistic interpretation, tzimtzum gives rise to the paradox of
simultaneous Divine presence and absence - the concept of immanence and transcendence- within
the vacuum and resultant Creation.
The Tzimtsum is emphasized in the creation myths where the god will have to sacrifice himself to
create the new sun and the new age.
If these concepts were inherent in the pre-columbian period it would indicate some form of influence
of these monotheistic essential ideas we see in the American religions and creation myths. We
cannot expect these in their full since without being repeatedly retaught , it will eventually get
distorted as is what we find in these myths.
Who brought these basic teachings which we can see in a hazy manner behind the myths? Evidently
everything was mixed later with pagan essentially Gnostic teachings overshadowing the basic
monotheism very much like the Judeo-Christian ones. We will see these mix up again in the Mayan
Gods mythology of Palenque Triads.
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The Five Ages of Five Suns.
Four Cycles

First Sun or "4 Tiger."Sun;

First Sun or "4 Tiger."Sun; The first god to sacrifice himself was Tezcatlipoca (also known as Black
Tezcatlipoca), who leaped into the fire and started the First Sun, called "4 Tiger." This period was
inhabited by giants who ate only acorns, and it came to an end when the giants were devoured by
jaguars. The world lasted 676 years, or 13 52-year cycles, according to the pan-Mesoamerican
calendar.Nahui-Ocelotl (Jaguar Sun) - Inhabitants were giants who were devoured by jaguars. The
world was destroyed
“The Aztecs state the men of the first race were extraordinary giants of the color black. They were a
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very civilized race, androgynous, asexual, semi-physical, semi-etheric. These individuals could
reduce their size to the size of an actual Arian. Their rituals and wisdom were portentous. Barbarism
did not exist back then. This race was devoured by the tigers of wisdom. The regent of this race was
the God Tezcatlipoca. Each individual was a Master of Wisdom. Their reproduction was similar to the
reproductive system of organic cells by cellular division; in such way, the father-mother organism
divided itself in two. The androgynous son sustained itself from its father-mother. This first race lived
in the Sacred Island located on the North Pole. Such an island still exists, but in Jinn state within the
fourth vertical.”
Samael Aun Weor – Mayan Mysteries
www.samaelgnosis.us/aztec_calendar
The Second Sun, or "4-Wind" Sun:

The Second Sun, or "4-Wind" Sun: was governed by Quetzalcoatl (also known as White
Tezcatlipoca). Here, the earth was populated by humans who ate only piñon nuts. Tezcatlipoca
wanted to be Sun, however, and turned himself into a tiger and threw Quetzalcoatl off his throne. This
world came to an end through catastrophic hurricanes and floods. The few survivors fled to the tops
of the trees and were transformed into monkeys. This world also lasted 676 years.
Nahui-Ehécatl (Wind Sun) - Inhabitants were transformed into monkeys. This world was destroyed by
hurricanes.
“The second race was reigned by Quetzalcoatl – they Hyperborean humanity. The second race
degenerated and became apes, precursors of the actual apes. They reproduced by the process of
sprouting, common in vegetables as from the trunk sprout the branches. They were destroyed by
hurricanes.”
Samael Aun Weor – Mayan Mysteries

The Third Sun, or "4-Rain" Sun

The Third Sun, or "4-Rain" Sun:, was dominated by water; its ruling deity was the rain god Tlaloc,
and its people ate seeds that grew in the water. This world came to an end when the
god Quetzalcoatl made it rain fire and ashes, and the survivors became turkeys, butterflies, or dogs. It
lasted just seven cycles—364 years.
Nahui-Quiahuitl (Rain Sun) - Lemurian Race : Inhabitants were destroyed by rain of fire. Only birds
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survived (or inhabitants survived by becoming birds - absorption into the fourth dimension with
plumes).
The Fourth Sun, the "4-Water" Sun

The Fourth Sun, the "4-Water" Sun, was governed by the goddess Chalchiuthlicue, sister and wife
of Tlaloc. Here, the people ate maize. A great flood marked the end of this world, and all the people
were transformed into fish. Like the first and second suns, the 4-Water Sun lasted for 676 years.
Nahui-Atl (Water Sun) - This world was flooded turning the inhabitants into fish. A couple escaped but
were transformed into dogs.
“The fourth race were the Atlanteans and they were governed by the Aztec God Atonatiuh. The fourth
race was ended with a flood. Precolombian tribes of America are the descendants of this race, just as
the primitive Chineese, the primitive Egiptians, etc.”
Samael Aun Weor – Mayan Misteries
Creating the Fifth Sun

At the end of the fourth sun, the gods gathered at Teotihuacan to decide who had to sacrifice
him/herself for the new world to begin. The god Huehuetéotl—the old fire god—started a sacrificial
bonfire, but none of the most important gods wanted to jump into the flames. The rich and proud god
Tecuciztecatl—Lord of the Snails—hesitated, and during that hesitation, the humble and poor
Nanahuatzin (meaning "full of sores") leaped into the flames and became the new sun.
Tecuciztecatl jumped in after him to become a second sun. However, the gods realized that two suns
would overwhelm the world, so they threw a rabbit at Tecuciztecal and he became the moon—that is
why you can still see the rabbit in the moon today. The two celestial bodies were set in motion by
Ehecatl, the god of the wind, who fiercely and violently blew the sun into motion.
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The Fifth Sun (called "4-Movement") is ruled by Tonatiuh, the sun god. This fifth sun is characterized
by the daysign Ollin, which means movement. According to Aztec beliefs, this indicated that this world
would come to an end through earthquakes, and all the people will be eaten by sky monsters.
The Aztecs considered themselves the People of the Sun, and therefore their duty was to nourish
the Sun god through blood offerings and sacrifices. Failure to do this would cause the end of their
world and the disappearance of the sun from the sky. This led to human sacrifice.

Recreation of earth through sacrifice.
Nahui-Ollin (Earthquake Sun) - We are the inhabitants of this world. Should the gods be displeased,
this world will be destroyed by earthquakes (or one large earthquake) and the Tzitzimimeh will
annihilate all its inhabitants.

Universal Flood of Noah’s time
In this context it will be interesting to note that the Meso-American myth had a good description of the
flood that destroyed all mankind at the time Noah.
(Horcasitas, Fernando (1988). "An analysis of the deluge myth in Mesoamerica". In Alan Dundes
The Flood Myth. Berkeley: University of California Press. )
Many Mesoamerican flood myths have been documented in written form or passed down through in
oral tradition. Some clearly have Christian influences, but others are believed by scholars to represent
native flood myths of pre-Columbian origin.
One myth documented among the Tlapanec and Huaxtecs has a man and his dog as the sole
survivors of the deluge, but the man finds out that the dog takes the shape of a woman during the day
when he is away. The man and the dogwoman then repopulate the earth. Another myth found among
the Aztec and Totonac peoples relates how a human couple survive by hiding in a hollow vessel and
start to cook a fish when the water subsides. When the smoke reaches the heavens the gods become
angry and punish them by turning them into dogs or monkeys depending on the version.
In Maya mythology as expressed in the Popol Vuh the creator gods attempted to create creatures
who would worship them three times before finally succeeding in creating a race of humans that
would pay proper homage to their creators. The three previous creations were destroyed. The third
race of humans carved from wood were destroyed by a flood, mauled by wild animals and smashed
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by their own tools and utensils. Maya flood myths recorded by Diego de Landa and in the Chilam
Balam of Chumayel holds that the only survivors of the flood were the four Bacabs who took their
places as upholders of the four corners of the sky.
In Mesoamerican myth a variety of reasons are given for the occurrence of the flood: either the world
was simply very old and needed to be renewed; the humans had neglected their duty to adore the
gods; or they were punished for a transgression (cannibalism, for example). Many of the modern
myths included obviously Christian references such as the murder of Abel by Cain as the reason. In
Mesoamerican myth the flood was but one of several destructions of the creation — usually the first
of three or four cataclysmic events, although there is some evidence that the Aztecs considered the
flood to be the fourth.

The myths of Mexico & Peru. 1913.
In many Mesoamerican flood myths, especially recorded among the Nahua (Aztec), tell that there
were no survivors of the flood and creation had to start from scratch, while other accounts relate that
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current humans are descended from a small number of survivors. In some accounts the survivors
transgress against the gods by lighting a fire and consequently are turned into animals. Horcasitas
acknowledges that the dog-wife tale and the tale of transgression by fire and subsequent turning into
animals of the flood survivors may be of pre-Columbian origin
A different version of the legend gave the names of the man and woman: “humanity was wiped out by
a flood, but one man Coxcoxtli and one woman Xochiquetzal escaped in a boat, and reached a
mountain called Colhuacan.” Noah’s story?
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PEABIRU
(The Way there and back)

One common name of Apostle Thomas is “Pai Sume” “Pai” means “Father” “Sume” or “Zume” is
interpreted as “Thoma”

Footprint of Pae Sumé or Pajé Sumé with his stick
These types of footprints are found all over the area of
Tacumbu (Asuncion), Santo Tomas (Paraguay), Cristor Rey (Caacupe) and Yaguaron.
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At least nine places were discovered where the footprints of Saint Thomas were found on the rock; in
one of these, the legend goes on to say that it was also where the Saint stopped to preach to the fish
and in two other of these sites there were water sources that the Saint had caused to spring up
hitting the ground with his staff.
In a legend, it is said that some Indians enraged by his ruling of the limitation of their sexuality, set
fire to Sumé's house. Others say that he was the target of arrows or that he was tied to a stone and
threw him into the river. And, some say that he was subjected to walk on fire.
He had extraordinary powers, such as the ability to slow down rain and drought, dominate and
control the storms and waves of the sea and the ferocious animals. But the shamans, envious of his
power, just wanted to keep him out. Repelled, he left the region, walking on the waters of the sea,
crossing distances with a single stride. When he was shot at with arrows, they would simply turn
round hit the shooter.
The Tupi Indians believe that Sumé left their land walking on the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and
promised to return one day to continue his work.

Others say that Sumé, being chased by the Tupinambás, went to Paraguay and from there to Peru.
For this crossing, it opened a road that became known as "Peabiru" or the "Way of the Mountains of
the Sun". Recently, a Brazilian archeologist reconstructed this road, finding dozens of landmarks. .
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The famous traces of human feet, engraved in stones, were shown by the Indians to the first
Portuguese who arrived in Brazil along the route of Sume’s journey. In some places, such as São
Gabriel da Cachoeira, on the Negro River (Amazonas), the residents, even today, deposit candles
and say prayers around footprints on rocks. Some attribute it to an angel, others to São Tomé, or Pai
Sumé.
http://tadeusz.franciszkanie.pl/2017/11/27/legenda-o-pai-sume/
Even before discovering this part of America, the Indians used for their travels to the coasts and
inland a certain road system, which was known as Peavirú or Peavijú . Later, Europe also used these
roads in their expeditions, under the direction of the Indians. This communication system was named
“the Way of Saint Thomas” , It must be remembered that legends analogous to that of Pa'í Sumé are
prevalent in other parts of America - among the Incas, Mayans, Aztecs etc.

St.Thomas has also given its name to a mythical pathway, also known as Peabiru, which is supposed
to connect parts of South America. Peabiru was the most important transcontinental road in South
America before the arrival of the Europeans. According to studies, it linked the Andes to the Atlantic
Ocean, serving as a link between our Guaranis and other South American peoples. Fascinating,
mysterious, controversial, considered sacred, the Way united the coast of Santa Catarina and São
Paulo to the great Inca empire in Peru.
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In1552,the adventurer Ulrich Schmidt, walked along this path from Asunciónin Paraguay to São
Vicente on the coast of the state of São Paulo, returning to Europe from there. This same path was
closed by Tomé de Souza, one of the governors of Brazil in 1653 to protect the colony from invasion
by the Spanish, but, in 1693, with the gold rush and intensification of the commerce between the
coast and the interior, it started to be used again. It is said that the indigenous people had planted a
fine type of grass, to prevent weeds from covering this path which supposedly extended for three
thousand kilometers.
There is a 3,000 kilometer road, right across the continent, crossing the territories of the
Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay and Brazil which was called Peabirú by the Indians. The Peabirú road has
an unknown origin. Even researchers have not been able to find certain evidence of when this
meeting of cultures began across several boundaries of tribal cultures began.
The etymology of
the word shows interesting features. Peabirú is a Tupi term that means “way there and back”, from pe
(“way”) and abirú (“there and back”).
The path had several branches , where one can move through the different parts of their territory,
keeping in touch with various Confederate tribes from the north and south of Brazil, from Lagoa dos
Patos to the Amazon . According to the tradition of this people, the path was not opened by them,
who attributed its construction to the ancestral civilizer Sumé. Historians call this path with the names
of "Camino del Tapeavirú", "Camino de Pay Sume", "Pay Tume" or " Apóstol Santo Tomé ". indicating
that it was made by Pay Sumé. It actually shows that his ministry extented from one end to the other.
The name seems to indicate that this was a route that Apostle Thomas made for his mission. He must
have gone through these routes over and over several times. There is also another conjecture that
when Tume was attacked by his opponents he ran into the thick forest which openned up this way so
that he could go to Peru and escape.
http://pensamientoyrealidadmartabalbi.blogspot.com/2015/05/el-camino-de-peabiru.html
“São Tomé's Way” : According to this version, the way would have been opened by São Tomé,
apostle of Christ. Tomé's passage through America was widely mentioned in the 16th century. Among
the testimonies are those of Fathers Montoya, Lozano, Manoel da Nóbrega and Newe Zeitung Ausz
Persill landt (Nova Gazeta da Terra do Brasil, 1508).
The current version is that a white, bearded man, wearing a nightgown - identified as the apostle would have arrived in Brazil "walking on water". Called Zumé , Sumé or Pay Sumé by the Indians,
this character would have spoken of a unique god and passed on a series of knowledge to the
natives.
In his pilgrimage, he would have traveled parts of Brazil and headed for Paraguay and Peru, opening
the Caminho de São Tomé (Peabiru). In Paraguayan lands he was called Sumé. Leaving there, the
figure would have continued to open the Way to the Andes, where he was called Kon Illa Tijsi
Viracocha - also known as Kon Tiki and Viracocha .
https://anovademocracia.com.br/no-10/1120-a-desconhecida-maravilha-indigena
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Petrographs considered to have been drawn by Sume
https://steemit.com/spanish/@daza1994/viajes-a-cerro-yaguayon-paraguay-desafio-viajes-capitulo-5
.Versions found in Bahia, identify Sumé with the apostle Thomas.
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Most probably Thomas was running away from the people of America to escape being eaten by them.
The only alternative would have been for him to destroy them which is against all the purposes for
which he was there. Apparently he left a remnant who kept the light burning.He told them, that after
the lapse of centuries other messengers of the same God would come with a cross, like the one they
saw him carrying, and would restore among their posterity the faith he was preaching .
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Sr Fusão: Paêbirú (srfusao.blogspot.com)

Details of the enigmatic characters of the Ingá Stone.
According to the Malabar tradition Thomas would stay only four and a half months in a hostile
community.in the space between the sea and the Borborema Plateau, can be found a great profusion
of lithic, pictographic, ideographic, dolmens, stone walls and other evidence that indicates the
passage of human groups through the region, peoples who had a certain cultural degree that would
allow them to engrave sophisticated characters in raw stone and erect "constructions" with
remarkably megalithic characteristics.
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Traditional route of Apostle Thomas in Brazil
In Brazil, and a similar tradition exists among other tribes of America. related in particular that St.
Thomas had gone to Paraguay along the Iguazu River; and afterwards to Parana on the Uruguay, on
the bank of which is pointed out a spot where he sat down to rest. According to the ancient reports he
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foretold the later coming of men who would announce to their descendants the faith of the true God.
Paraguay is next door to Brazil and they too maintain the memory of St.Thomas just as Brazil which
adds weight to the stories.
Ancient oral tradition retained by the Guaraní tribes of Paraguay claims that Tomé Marangatu (The
Good Thomas) or Paí Thome (Father Thomas), one of the twelve apostles, lived among the natives
preaching the Gospel and doing miracles in the name of Jesus Christ.

According to the Austrian missionary and writer, F.J. Martin Dobrizhoffer, who spoke with the warlord
of the tribe:
.”.The Warlord (Cacique) said to me:
"We don't need for priests, because Holy Father Thomé (Thomas the Apostle) walked on our
homeland himself, and he taught us about the Truth, praying for us in the name of Jesus Christ.””
— Quoted by Martin Dobrizhoffer: "Geschichte der Abiponer: eine berittenen und kriegerischen
Nation in Paraquay", Volume 3, ch.II. Vienna (1784).
He further states that:
In the estate of our college, called Paraguay, and twenty leagues distant from Asumpcion. This place
stretches out on one side into a pleasant plain, affording pasture to a vast quantity of cattle; on the
other, where it looks towards the south, it is surrounded by hills and rocks; in one of which a cross
piled up of three large stones is visited, and held in great veneration by the natives for the sake of St.
Thomas; for they believe, and firmly maintain, that the Apostle, seated on these stones as on a chair,
formerly preached to the assembled Indians.
— Dobrizhoffer 1822, p. 385
Jesuit Fr. Francis X. Clooney, in his essay on missionaries, writes:“If, as Xavier found, non-Christian peoples were not entirely bereft of God’s wisdom and inklings of
revealed truth, the cause of this knowledge had to be explained, and later generations spent a good
deal of time reflecting on the matter. There were numerous theories early on among the missionary
scholars. For example, Antonio Ruiz de Montoya, writing in Peru in the mid-seventeenth century,
thought that since God would not have overlooked the Americas for fifteen hundred years, and since
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among the twelve apostles St. Thomas was known for his mission to the “most abject people in the
world, blacks and Indians,” it was only reasonable to conclude that St. Thomas had preached
throughout the Americas: “He began in Brazil – either reaching it by natural means on Roman ships,
which some maintain were in communication with America from the coast of Africa, or else, as may
be thought closer to the truth, being transported there by God miraculously. He passed to Paraguay,
and from there to the Peruvians.”
Dobrizhoffer believed that it was "almost impossible" for that legend to be truthful, although "with the
guidance of the Almighty Power of God", there was a chance for Thomas the Apostle to have arrived
in Paraguayan lands.
Almost 150 years prior to Dobrizhoffer's arrival to Paraguay, another Jesuit Missionary, F.J. Antonio
Ruiz de Montoya recollected the same oral traditions from the Paraguayan tribes. In a very famous
book he wrote:
“..The paraguayan tribes they have this very curious tradition. They claim that a very holy man
(Thomas the Apostle himself), whom they call "Paí Thome", lived amongst them and preached to
them the Holy Truth, wandering and carrying a wooden cross on his back.
— Quoted by Antonio Ruiz de Montoya: Conquista espiritual hecha por los religiosos de la Compañía
de Jesús en las provincias del Paraguay, Paraná, Uruguay y Tape", Chapter XVIII. Madrid (1639).[48]
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Ruiz de Montoya further reported that St. Thomas even predicted the arrival of later missionaries,
including the Jesuits themselves:
“[Thomas] had prophesied in the eastern Indies that his preaching of the gospel would be revived,
saying: “When the sea reaches this rock, by divine ordinance white men will come from far-off lands
to preach the doctrine that I am now teaching you and to revive the memory of it.” Similarly, the saint
prophesied in nearly identical words the coming of the Society’s members into the regions of
Paraguay about which I speak: “You will forget what I preach to you, but when priests who are my
successors come carrying crosses as I do, then you will hear once more the same doctrine that I am
teaching you.”
The sole recorded research done about the subject was during José Gaspar Rodríguez de Francia's
reign after the Independence of Paraguay. This is mentioned by Franz Wisner von Morgenstern, an
Austro-Hungarian engineer who served in the Paraguayan armies prior and during the Paraguayan
War. According to Von Morgenstern, some Paraguayan miners while working nearby some hills at the
Caaguazú Department found some stones with ancient letters carved in them. Dictator Francia sent
his finest experts to inspect those stones, and they concluded that the letters carved in those stones
were Hebrew-like symbols, but they couldn't translate them nor figure out the exact date when those
letters were carved. No further recorded investigations exists, and according to Wisner, people
believed that the letters were made by Saint Thomas the Apostle.
Nieremberg (Historiae Naturae, l. xiv, c. cxvii) writes:
"The Indians of Brazil still show a path followed by St. Thomas on his way to the kingdoms of Peru. ...
It is related in particular that St. Thomas had gone to Paraguay (See Nieremberg, loc. cit., and
Bancroft, Native Races, vol. V, p 26) along the Iguazu River; and afterwards to Parana on the
Uruguay, on the bank of which is pointed out a spot where he sat down to rest.
Traditions similar to these are reported in other parts of South America, such as those of the
Tupinambas, and along the Uruguay, where is shown again the resting-place of the Apostle during
his sojourn among the tribe.
The most ancient traditions of the Peruvians tell of a white-bearded man, named "Thonapa
Arnava," ...who arrived in Peru from a southern direction, clothed with a long violet garment and red
mantle. He taught the people to worship ... the Supreme God and Creator, instead of the sun and
moon; he healed the sick and restored sight to the blind. At his approach, wherever he went, the
demons took to flight. ...
Horn aptly remarks that proper names frequently undergo slight variations in their passage from
language to language, so that Thonapa might easily represent Thoma-Papas. The title Papas, or
Father, is evidently imported, as it is without meaning in the native tongue The surname "Arnava" is
not unreasonably interpreted from the Peruvian Nechua dialect, in which arma or arna signifies to
bathe or pour water, referring probably to the ceremonies of baptism administered by St.Thomas.
Thus the name seems to designate him as Father Thomas the Baptist. Sahagun tells the curious fact
that the Peruvians gave to their missionaries, after the Spanish conquest, the name of ...Padres
Tomés.
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IV
SUME TAUGHT CULTIVATION
OF
 cassava,
 corn,
 beans and bananas
and their many uses. One type of banana is even called by his name.
and
 He taught them the use of Yerba mate.
(Yerba mate is used to make a beverage known as mate. When served cold, the drink is called
tereré in Guaraní. It is traditionally consumed in central and southern regions of South America,
primarily in Paraguay, as well as in Argentina, Uruguay, southern and central-western Brazil, the
Chaco region of Bolivia and southern Chile.). I
n some places the first drink of Yerba is dedicated to Sume.
Cassava (Yucca - Tapioca)
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Corn

The Native Americans discovered a way to make the corn they had more edible and bountiful, to feed
a vast majority economically. Corn started out as a black big, almost pointy and hard kernels called
Teosinte. (NativeTech)
Banana
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Beans

http://www.themijachronicles.com/2010/06/a-quick-guide-to-mexican-beans/
Yerba Mate Tea
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Yerba mate or yerba-maté (Ilex paraguariensis), from Spanish ; Portuguese: erva-mate, or ; Guarani:
ka'a, IPA:, is a plant species of the holly genus Ilex native to South America. It was named by the
French botanist Augustin Saint-Hilaire. The indigenous Guaraní and some Tupí communities (whose
territory covered present-day Paraguay, the Misiones province of Argentina, southern Brazil and
Uruguay) first cultivated and used yerba mate prior to European colonization of the Americas. The
leaves of the plant are steeped in hot water to make a beverage known as mate. When served cold, it
is called tereré in the Guarani language. Both the plant and the beverage contain caffeine.
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V
SUME IN CONFLICT WITH LOCAL CULTURE
Evidently his success was limited as is evident, since when the white men came to South America,
there was no Christianity there. What happened to Thomas’ Way?
As soon as he touched the sensitive higher issues of culture which were in opposition to the Christian
values of life the priests - shamans- rose against him.
These issues included
1. Polygamy,
2. Canibalism,
3. tribal wars and
4. human sacrifice.

Polygamy

Polygamy might be the defining feature of Aztec society. There was no limit to the number of wives
for a person. There was no bride price and the number of wives measured the social status of a man.
It was limited only by his resources and success. The women themselves were were productive. both
in traditional household work and in the manufacturing of clothing (which was seen as a prestigious
activity, even for wealthy Aztec women). Rather, the limits on wives came from the two means of
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acquiring them: having them granted by another family or captured and enslaved during war. The
former acquisition means was largely a product of family and individual prestige, while the latter was
a product of successful military endeavors (which also converted into prestige).

The first wife was always given a primary status position. All other wives were legally equal at a lower
level
At the height of the Aztec Empire, household sizes spiraled into the hundreds and noble dynasties
reached into the thousands. There was no rule who would be heir to the succession and is decided
by the father.

Human Sacrifice
Tzompantli - the skull rack
The rich and the famous took pride in how many humans they killed. They took their skulls and kept
them in a rack to show off. This practice was also there in Indian Naga Land also.
The normal practice of the religion included human sacrifice and also cannibalism. Eating together
human flesh was part of the commnion of the elect within the community
A codex written after the conquest by a Spanish priest depicts Tenochtitlan’s enormous skull rack or
tzompantli in 1587 Aztec Manuscript, the code Tovar/ wikimedia Commons
The rich and the famous took pride in how many humans they killed. They took their skulls and kept
them in a rack to show off. This practice was also there in Indian Naga Land also.
The normal practice of the religion included human sacrifice and also cannibalism. Eating together
human flesh was part of the communion of the elect within the community.
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“Archaeologists at the National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) here can now say with
certainty that it did. Beginning in 2015, they discovered and excavated the remains of the skull rack
and one of the towers underneath a colonial period house on the street that runs behind Mexico City's
cathedral. (The other tower, they suspect, lies under the cathedral's back courtyard.) The scale of the
rack and tower suggests they held thousands of skulls, testimony to an industry of human sacrifice
unlike any other in the world. “ https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/06/feeding-gods-hundredsskulls-reveal-massive-scale-human-sacrifice-aztec-capital

Human Sacrifice
THE GORY RITUAL THE AZTECS USED TO SACRIFICE HUMANS AT THEIR GREAT TEMPLE
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5893933/The-horror-Aztec-tower-skulls-revealed.html
Captives were first taken to the city's Templo Mayor, or great temple.

In a typical ritual, sacrificial victims would be taken to the top of the temple where four priests would
lay them down on a stone slab.The victim's abdomen would be sliced open by a fifth priest using a
ceremonial flint knife to cut right through the diaphragm and split open the chest. The priest would
grab the heart and tear it out, still beating. It would then be placed in a bowl held by a statue of the
honored god, and the body thrown down the temple's stairs landing at a terrace at the base of the
pyramid.
The bodies were then decapitated and priests removed the skin and muscle from the corpses'
heads.Large holes were carved into the sides of the skulls, allowing them to be placed onto a large
wooden pole.They were then placed in Tenochtitlan's tzompantli, an enormous rack of skulls built in
front of the Templo Mayor, a pyramid with two temples on top.
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After months or years in the sun and rain, the skulls would begin to fall to pieces, losing teeth and
even jaws. At this point, priests would remove it to be fashioned into a mask and placed in an offering,
or use mortar to add it to two towers of skulls that flanked the rack.

Human sacrifice as shown in the Codex Magliabechiano, Folio 70. Heart-extraction was viewed as a
means of liberating the Istli and reuniting it with the Sun: the victim's transformed heart flies Sun-ward
on a trail of blood. (Wikipedia)
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Human Sacrifice and Cannibalism Depicted in the Florentine Codex
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Cannibalism
Anthropologist Marvin Harris, author of ‘Cannibals and Kings’, has suggested that the flesh of the
victims was a part of an aristocratic diet as a reward, since the Aztec diet was lacking in proteins.
According to Harris, the Aztec economy would not support feeding slaves (the captured in war) and
the columns of prisoners were "marching meat".
About the Mesoamerican towns in general Díaz wrote that some of the indigenous people he saw
were:
“ eating human meat, just like we take cows from the butcher’s shops, and they have in all towns
thick wooden jail-houses, like cages, and in them they put many Indian men, women and boys to
fatten, and being fattened they sacrificed and ate them.”
They probably ate fresh meat directly cut out from live persons.
Díaz's testimony is corroborated by other Spanish historians who wrote about the conquest. In History
of Tlaxcala (written by 1585), Diego Muñoz Camargo (c. 1529 – 1599) states that:

“Thus there were public butcher's shops of human flesh, as if it were of cow or sheep.”
It was these that Sume tried to stop.
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This was a direct attack on the culture of the country and their religion. It brought out heavy reaction
from the Shamans, the priest class.
One of the stories told narrates how some natives, angered by the restrictions, set fire to Sumé’s
house. In another account he was tied up to a rock and thrown in the river. The priest Manuel da
Nóbrega, author of some writings from 1549, mentions how Zomé, while running away from the
arrows of his angry pursuers, left some footsteps on the river bank side, at which moment the waters
of the river opened and he, without getting wet, reached the other side, and went to India. These
footsteps covered with waters can still be seen during the low tide. In some accounts, the arrows
which were shot at him were turned back towards those shooting them, and killed them.
There might have been a few followers for Thomas. But the powerful priests began to persecute him.
Thomas probably knew that if he was caught by the Shamans, he will make them a good protein food.
He was thus running away from being eaten by them. The Tupi Indians believe that Sumé left their
land seeing the hardness of their hearts, walking on the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and promised to
return one day to continue his work.
Others say that Sumé, being chased by the Tupinambás, into the forest and the thick forest opened
itself so that the the Apostle was able to escape. to Paraguay and from there to Peru. For this
crossing, it opened a road that became known as "Peabiru" or the "Way of the Mountains of the Sun".
Recently, a Brazilian archeologist reconstructed this road, found dozens of landmarks. .
In August 1549, Nóbrega wrote to the priests of Portugal, telling the legend
of Zomé (or Somé, or Sumé. It is not known how Nóbrega wrote, because
this original letter, in Portuguese, was lost, leaving a Spanish translation with
the Zomé):
"They say that S. Thomé, whom they call Zomé, passed through here, and this
was said to them from their past, and that their steps are signaled by a river,
which I went to see for more certainty of the truth, and I saw with my own eyes
four footsteps, very often signaled with his fingers, which sometimes covers the
river when it fills. They also say that when he left these footsteps he was running
away from the Indians, who wanted to shoot him, and arriving there, river, and
had passed through it without getting wet, and from there he went to India. Even
so, they say that, when the Indians wanted to shoot it, the arrows became for
them, and the woods made way for them wherever they went: others tell this as if
in derision. They also say that he promised them that he would see them again.
"
"It was discovered by a fisherman by the sea, in a place called São Thomé, on
the way to Armações, in the parish of Brotas of this city, the sign of a human foot
well engraved on a stone, claiming to be the glorious Apostle S. Thomé, ...],
leaving signs like that, counting six, from S. Vicente to Bahia, in whose land was
the last of his footprints in that place that by this miracle took the name of São
Thomé ". ... ] "The stone with the footprint still exists in that place, next to the
beach, sometimes being covered by the sands, which bring in the big tides".
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The famous traces of human feet, engraved in stones, were shown by the Indians to the first
Portuguese who arrived in Brazil along the route of Sume’s journey. In some places, such as São
Gabriel da Cachoeira, on the Negro River (Amazonas), the residents, even today, deposit candles
and say prayers around footprints on rocks. Some attribute it to an angel, others to São Tomé, or Pai
Sumé. Whatever it may be the story indicates a failure of the mission except probably for a handful of
people in each village.
What happened to him is uncertain. Some say that he returned to the sea and others say that he
would have gone to the Andes. Wherever he went he left a footprint. They are seen even today. His
feet embedded in the stone were shown by the Indians to the first Portuguese. In places such as São
Gabriel da Cachoeira near the Rio Negro (Amazonas), people even today light candles and say
prayers to San Sume arounf the footprint in the rock.
Tupi tribes claimed that Sumé left walking on the waters of the Atlantic Ocean but that one day he
would return to continue his civilizing work.
In another version he left the Tupinambas territory as they were very angry because of his prohibition
of polygamous and anthropophagic practices and went towards Paraguay arriving in Peru, thus
opening the road Peabiru
* Text transcription by Lua Estrela at Sunnet.com.
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Pai Sumé, the Guardian Spirit of Brazil
By Edmundo Pellizari
http://setasparaoinfinito.blogspot.com/2012/01/pai-sume-o-espirito-guardiao-do-brasil.html
Pai Sumé is considered the protector of the land of Brazil.
This traditional teaching is preserved by some indigenous and caboclo shamans.
In Brazil there are two basic types of Pajelança (Brazilian Shamanism): the
Indigenous and the Cabocla. The Indigenous is the traditional and ancient art
of the shaman and has no “white” elements.
Cabocla is derived from the previous one and adopted non-indigenous
elements of the Christian and African religions. Both traditions are a spiritual
treasure for all Brazilians.
For the wise man of the forest, Nature is alive and has a soul. Mother Earth
breathes, sings and feels pain. Animals have their intelligence and invisible
part. Everything has a hierarchy and nothing is loose without a name or law.
Therefore, each thing has its place and an order. Mountains, rivers, caves,
forests and all living beings have a guardian.
Man is responsible for local harmony and must respond to
his superior. In this way, each element of Nature is
intertwined with the other. The guardian of the forest
speaks to the guardian of the land who speaks to the
guardian of the place (country, continent, etc.).
Pai Sumé is responsible for what we call Brazil, which does not have the same
geography that we “pale faces” created through intrigue, wars and conquests.
He watches over these lands and creatures that are born here live and die.
When things get very complicated down here, Pai Sumé manifests himself in
the flesh to order the house.
I believe that he must already be preparing for another incarnation!
Tradition says that a long time ago, when the whites had not yet arrived here, Pai Sumé manifested
himself, walked, ate and taught among the natives. At this time, say the pajés, the indigenous people
had forgotten the oldest traditions and lived according to their whims. Some fought with others and
coveted their relatives' women. They did not know the plantation of manioc, the secret of sacred
plants, to talk to the spirits, the manufacture of canoes and the language of the stars. The elders did
not remember their origin and could no longer tell the stories of their ancestors. Life was in chaos.
Pai Sumé, also called Tonapa, took a very white man's body and appeared in the world.
Those who lived near the sea saw Sumé arriving by the waves ...
He entered the village and started teaching. He stayed a while and when everything returned to the
natural order he left. He did this in every village on this land and was also seen in the Andes and
Patagonia. In each place he left marks of his passage, such as impressions of his feet, hands and
strange inscriptions on the stones of the hills, beaches and itapébas (slabs).
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In Santos (SP), in the old days, there was a fountain called São Tomé (Sumé was syncretized with
the apostle São Tomé) that was at the junction of Bernardino de Campos and Floriano Peixoto
avenues today.
On the slab of the natural fountain was a footprint of Pai Sumé. After the wise Father restored the lost
tradition, he returned to Toryba (Heavenly Paradise) from where he continues to watch. Certain
Amazon shamans say that he hid some secrets in the north of the country.
Pai Sumé would have written certain symbols on stones and left them in a kind of pit in Acre. The
inscriptions contain the destiny of Brazil and the true origin of the first inhabitants. Some shamans
know the path to the grave and watch over the place.
At Pajelança, when we want Sumé's help, we sing and invoke his name. We also fast and use
smoking with certain special herbs. Nowadays, Pai Sumé's intervention is very important. We are
disconnected from Mother Earth and our souls. The country is left to “foreign demons” and many
Brazilians poison the waters, forests and places where they live. The real owners here, our
indigenous brothers, are decimated and robbed in the name of modernity and profit.
One of the ways to ask for his help is through Reiki Sumé, which was born under the banner of his
heritage and within Umbanda. When we place ourselves as vehicles of universal energy, Pai Sumé
helps us to heal and self-heal.
PRAYER TO SUMÉ

This mysterious prayer can be used to greet Pai Sumé: Prayer to Sumé (Pajé Avarumã):
Some terms:
Toryba: the paradise or home of Tupã, the Creator God.
Coaracyguaçú: the great invisible sun that lies behind our visible sun. Place where the pure or
enchanted spirits of the early times live
Sources: Jornal de Umbanda Sagrada - August 2009
http://groups.google.com.br/group/alexandrecumino Posted by Soraia at 12:00 AM Arrows Pai Sumé,
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VI
THE PROPHECIES OF QUETZALCOATL

When Quetzalcoatl left the Toltecs and sailed away to the East,
He promised to return to them after several cycles of their calendar.
He made a prophecy about the destiny of the sacred city Tula ( Teotihuacan in Mexico) through two
millennia.
= The Toltecs would be conquered first by the Sacrificers of Men (the Aztecs),
= then by white-skinned, bearded men of the East carrying fatal "thunder-rods" --- the Spaniards and
their guns:
"Further off there is another invasion.
= In ships many bearded men are coming from across the Sunrise Ocean... I see these men taking
the Broad Land... They do not respect our trees of cedar. They are but hungry, unenlightened
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children...Would that I could speak to these bearded farmers. I have tried. They do not hear me. They
go on their way like spoiled children…”

Cortes and Montezuma in the Mexican Temple
Freize of American History 1857
"= with me in the Year of Te-Tac-patl. Look across the Sunrise Ocean. Three ships come like great
birds flying. They land. Out come men in metal garments, carrying rods which speak with thunder and
kill at a distance. These men are bearded and pale of feature.

"They come ashore and I see them kneeling. Above them I see a Great Cross standing. That is well.
If these men are true to the symbol they carry, you need have no fear of them, for no one who is true
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to that symbol will ever carry it into battle.
"Therefore hold aloft your Great Cross (T), and go forth to meet them. They cannot fail to know that
symbol, and would not fire their rods upon it, nor upon those who stand in its shadow. Well they know
that what is done to my people is done also to me."When the years have come to their full binding,
the metal-tipped boots of the strangers will be heard in all the bloody temples. Then throughout the
Broad Land has begun the Third Cycle.
“As yet, I cannot see beyond it.
"Once I had great hope for these people, for I saw them kneel and kiss the sweet earth, and I saw the
shadow of the Great Cross which they carried with them. Now I must warn you against them.
"Carry your great books into the jungles. Place your histories deeply in caverns where none of these
men can find them. Nor do you bring them back to the sunlight until the War-Cycle is over. For these
bearded strangers are the children of War. They speak my precepts, but their ears do not listen. They
have but one love and that is for weapons. Ever more horrible are these weapons, until they reach for
the one which is ultimate. Should they use that, there will be no forgiveness in that vale where there is
no turning. Using such a weapon to make man over, is reaching into the heavens for the Godhead.
These things are not for man's decision, nor should man presume to think for all things, and thus
mock the Almighty. Woe to those who do not listen! There are lamps beyond that which you are
burning; roads beyond this which you are treading; worlds beyond the one you are seeing. Be humble
before the might of the Great Hand which guides the stars within their places. There are many lodges
within my Father’s Kingdom for it is more vast than time, and more eternal.
"Keep hidden your books, my children, all during the Cycle of Warring Strangers. The day will come
when they will be precious.
"For five full Cycles of the Dawn Star, the rule of the Warring Strangers will go on to greater and
greater destruction. Hearken well to all I have taught you. Do not return to the Sacrificers. Their path
leads to the last Destruction. Know that the end will come in five full cycles, for five, the difference
between the Earth's number and that of the Gleaming Dawn Star, is the number of these children of
War. As a sign to you that the end is nearing, my Father's Temple will be uncovered. Remember this
in the days which are coming."
In another prophecy, Kate-Zahl described the city as it will be rebuilt in the future:
"Then the heavens spoke in a crash of thunder, and the lightning flashed above the valley. The Man
turned to look again on Tula, his most beloved city. Behold! It was naught but a mass of rubble.
"He wept there with great sorrow. He clung to the rocks, staring back toward Tula. Then the heavens
roared again and shook the mountain. A flash of light struck beside Him and cracked the darkness.
Behold! The old heaven and earth were vanished, and He looked into another cycle.
"The heavens parted and a rising sun shone down on another Tula. Plainly he could see the valley,
but the city was one He knew not. Magnificent was this Golden Tula!
"The Man was lifted beyond the earth. No longer He saw the Age of Destruction. Gone was the
horrible Age of Warfare. He was looking beyond the Age of Carnage!
"Walk with me through this Age of the Future. Tula shines in all its glory, but the metals are of types
we know not. Loving hands have rebuilt the parkways, have paved the streets, have rebuilt the
temples. There is a great building where books are kept for the scholars, and many are those who
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come to read them. Tula is a great Center of Culture.
"Come with me to the New Colula. Shining again is My Father's Temple! Once more the city is filled
with fountains and the parkways are wire-netted for the birds of rare plumage, and those who sing to
enchant the listener. Cross through the parkway to My Father’s Temple. You will see again the
inscriptions which today your eyes are seeing, but now all people can read them.
"Come to the city of the future. Here are the buildings unlike those we build, yet they have a
breathless beauty. Here people dress in materials we know not, travel in manners beyond our
knowledge, but more important than all these differences are the faces of the people. Gone is the
shadow of fear and suffering, for man no longer sacrifices, and he has outgrown the wars of his
childhood. Now he walks in full stature towards his destiny --- into the Golden Age of Learning.
"Carry this vision on through the Ages, and remember Kate-Zahl, the Prophet."
In Book X of his History, the 16th century chronicler Fray Bernardino de Sahagun described the
departure of the "wise men" who had been the attendant priests of Kate-Zahl at Teotihuacan:
"The wise men remained not long; soon they went. Once again, they embarked and carried off the
writing, the books, the paintings; they carried away all the crafts, the castings of metals. And when
they departed, they summoned all those they left behind. They said to them: "Our lord, the protector
of all, the wind, the night, saith you shall remain. We go leaving you here. Our lord goeth bequesting
you this land; it is your merit, your lot. Our lord, the master of all, goeth still farther, and we go with
him. Whither the lord, the night, the wind, our lord, the master of all, goeth, we go accompanying him.
He goeth, he goeth back, but he will come, he will come to do his duty, he will come to acknowledge
you. When the world is become oppressed, when it is the end of the world, at the time of its ending,
he will come to bring it to an end. But you shall dwell here; you shall stand guard here..."
A surviving Toltec legend includes this prophecy:
"Ce Acatl [Quetzalcoatl] spent a night with a Huiteca family. They fed him and played music for him.
The father, a strong Indian farmer, showed Ce Acatl a stone carving he had and told him, "This
carving tells of the coming of the Lord of the Dawn. it says he will come in the Year One Reed. It says
he will build a city and change the world."
He continued. "Now," he said, "many people say he will not come. Many people say it is a long time
from now that he will come. Some people say he will come from the East and he will bring a great
book of words and numbers. Other people say he will come from a tree and count the Last twenty
Days of the Creation. What do you say about this?"
When he departed, Ce Acatl promised to close the Thirteenth Heaven and open the First of the Nine
Hells, and he vowed to destroy the man-made gods. He set the year and date of his birth (260 years
later on Day One Reed in year One Reed) and said, "I shall return. I shall come from the east like the
Morning Star, and I will fulfill that part of the prophecy."
It is said that when Ce Acatl passed away at the age of 52, "A hush fell over the entire planet, and
burning bright in the heavens directly above the great tree, the Tree of Life [El Tule], glowed the
planet Venus, the Morning Star."
Quetzalcoatl also foretold the following:
"In time, white men will come out of the eastern sea in great canoes with white wings like a big bird.
The white men will be like a bird with two different kinds of feet. one foot will be that of a dove
[Christianity], the other of an eagle [predator]. A few hundred years after the arrival of the first white
men, other white men would arrive with both feet as a dove."
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Quetzalcoatl himself or his spirit would come in the form of a white dove at that time.” It is not difficult
to see that these prophecies came to pass almost to the dot.
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VII
QUETZALCOATL
("feathered serpent" or "plumed serpent")

Apart from the above explanations of the local Amerindians there are two basic religious teachings
and symbols that needs explanation. Unfortunately, just as the Portuguese did in India, the early
Jesuits burned all the local codices leaving only a few that did not reach their hands.
Here is what Friar Diego de Landa writes in 1566
“We found a great number of books and since they contained nothing but superstitions and
falsehoods of the devil we burned them, which they took most grievously, and which gave them great
pain”
As such it is very difficult to make conclusive statements on two of the basic symbolisms that is found
within the culture.
"...The Paraguayan tribes they have this very curious tradition. They claim that a very holy man
(Thomas the Apostle himself), whom they call "Paí Thome", lived amongst them and preached to
them the Holy Truth, wandering and carrying a wooden cross on his back".—Quoted by Antonio Ruiz
de Montoya: "Conquista espiritual hecha por los religiosos de la Compañía de Jesús en las
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First is the concept of Quetzalcoatle among the Hispanic culture.
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La Venta Stela 19, the earliest known representation of the Feathered Serpent in Mesoamerica

Quetzalcoatl as depicted in the Codex Telleriano-Remensis.
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The first culture to use the symbol of a feathered serpent as an important religious and political
symbol was Teotihuacan. Among the pre-Hispanic cultures of America the myth of the serpent is
common and is better known as Quetzalcóatl or Kukulkan, and which was also known in the Andean
region under the name of Viracocha. The Feathered Serpent was a prominent supernatural entity or
deity. It is still so called Quetzalcoatl among the Aztecs, Kukulkan among the Yucatec Maya,
and Q'uq'umatz and Tohil among the K'iche' Maya.
During the 15th century, Quetzalcoatl was revered as one of the important deities in their pantheon
and as the creator of mankind and earth.
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A 1992 Mexican postage stamp depicting Quetzalcoatl (left) and Tezcatlipoca (right) using
illustrations from the Codex Borbonicus, an ancient Aztec manuscript written around the Spanish
conquest of Mexico
The Serpent symbol is one of the most ancient and the general association of the Serpent is with the
tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. the "Serpent" and "Dragon" were the names given to the "Wise
Ones," the initiated adepts of olden times. These are called Magi in the Bible - The Wise Ones.
Thomas was indeed one of the Magi and he was appointed to go and baptize the Magi who were
distributed all over the world. The Shamans of America certainly formed part of the magi which would
explain why Thomas came to this region. There might have been a group of Shamanic magi group
who were waiting for Thomas. Did any of these Shamanic Magi visit baby Jesus in Jerusalem like
those of Persia, India and China?
In the Popol Vuh, the Feathered Serpent was in council of Elohim with the gods before the creation.
Maya like the Abrahamic religions believed that the gods held council before the creation and was
one of Gods who created in the beginning. Shepherd of Hermas, which was considered scripture by
Christians in the 2nd century, reads: “The Son of God is indeed more ancient than any creature;
insomuch that he was in council with his Father at the creation of all things.”

Temple of the Feathered Serpent of Teotihuacan, Mexico
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At temples such as the one aptly named "Quetzalcoatl temple" in the Ciudadela complex, feathered
serpents figure prominently and alternate with a different kind of serpent head. The earliest depictions
of the feathered serpent deity were fully zoomorphic, depicting the serpent as an actual snake, but
already among the Classic Maya, the deity began acquiring human features.
The Shamanic explanation includes
Incarnation of the heavenly being as human.
The symbol of the
feather indicating the heaven
and
the serpent indicating the creeping on the earth.
The double symbolism used by the Feathered Serpent is considered allegoric to the dual nature of
the deity. The flying feathers represent heaven and creeping serpent represent earth.
Historian Enrique Florescano states in his 2002 "The Myth of Quetzalcoatl" that "Uniting into one
single entity the attributes of the serpent and the bird, metaphorically combining both the germinating
powers of the earth and the creative powers of the sky…..
”Thus the feathered serpent is a representation of the incarnation - God taking the form of man - Or a
Divine being on earth, Or a messenger of the spiritual matters coming to deliver it which is the
definition of the Apostle.
“Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature.”
Thus in a sense the name Quetzalcoatl indeed means Apostle.
But there is more to it as we will see.
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“Quetzalcoatl”
APOSTLE, Divine Messenger
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Quetzalcoatl means literally "plumed serpent" or “flying creeper”
quetzalli = feather of the precious green quetzal; coatl = a snake"
Heaven >>>>Feathered | Serpent >>>> Earth
Divine <<<<<>>>>>> Human
Creative Powers of Heaven + Germinative Powers of Earth
Divine Messenger
in its fullnes =Incarnation - god in flesh among man
One who brings divine message on earth
Quetzalcoatl = APOSTLE
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The word coatl has two meanings:
One is "snake" and and the other is "Twin".

Then the real translation of “Quetzalcoatl” could be " Holy Snake" or "Holy Twin". Connecting it with
the bird-snake combination as discussed earlier we could translate the name as “the Holy Flying
Twin”.
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The name Flying Twin could imply exactly - “Apostle Thomas”. It is these possible translation and
associations that effectively associate Apostle Thomas with Quetzalcoatl. Thomas itself means the
Twin who is often interpreted as the twin of Jesus as was mistaken even by the disciples. It may be
that Thomas looked like Jesus. Jesus and Thomas were probably first cousins. Thus by a double
meaning it could represent Apostle Thomas.
Thomas is also called “Didymus Thomas” in the Bible, where both Didymus (in greek) and Thomas (in
Aramaic) means “Twin”. Some identify Thomas as Didymus Judas Thomas.
Thus it is possible that the word Quetzalcoatl was coined to represent Apostle Thomas in a very
intricate meaningful cultural way. In all ancient cultures names were given to represent the
association of the person.

As such the association of Quetzalcoatl with Apostle Thomas is really a cultural adaptation of name of
Apostle Thomas.
Another very problematic symbolism is the presence of the cross in the religion of the Meso-American
culture.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Quetzalcoatl
I present the following article from Encyclopedia of Britannica because it runs parallel to the work and
life of Apostle Thomas the twin of Jesus in the Mayan territory. It is as if the story is rewritten in a
mythical parable. The parallel is impossible to be missed. Jesus is presented as a dog-headed twin
companion of Thomas the plumed serpent who goes down to the hades to bring the captives out.
Apparently it also indicates how the myth also includes the portrayal of the Quetzalcoatl and his work
in a black terms through its period of conflict in history.
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Mesoamerican god
WRITTEN BY
The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica
Quetzalcóatl, Mayan name Kukulcán, (from Nahuatl quetzalli, “tail feather of the quetzal bird
[Pharomachrus mocinno],” and coatl, “snake”), the Feathered Serpent, one of the major deities of the
ancient Mexican pantheon. Representations of a feathered snake occur as early as the Teotihuacán
civilization (3rd to 8th century CE) on the central plateau. At that time Quetzalcóatl seems to have
been conceived as a vegetation god—an earth and water deity closely associated with the rain god
Tlaloc.

Aztec god and twin of Xolotl, Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan.
With the immigration of Nahua-speaking tribes from the north, Quetzalcóatl’s cult underwent drastic
changes. The subsequent Toltec culture (9th through 12th centuries), centred at the city of Tula,
emphasized war and human sacrifice linked with the worship of heavenly bodies. Quetzalcóatl
became the god of the morning and evening star, and his temple was the centre of ceremonial life in
Tula.
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Quetzalcóatl
Quetzalcóatl, stone carving.
Photos.com/Thinkstock
In Aztec times (14th through 16th centuries) Quetzalcóatl was revered as the patron of priests, the
inventor of the calendar and of books, and the protector of goldsmiths and other craftsmen; he was
also identified with the planet Venus. As the morning and evening star, Quetzalcóatl was the symbol
of death and resurrection.
Quetzalcóatl With his companion Xolotl, a dog-headed god, he was said to have descended to the
underground hell of Mictlan to gather the bones of the ancient dead. Those bones he anointed with
his own blood, giving birth to the men who inhabit the present universe.

Xolotl
Xolotl: Canine God of Aztec Religion

The twin of Quetzalcoatl - Xolotl, the dog headed god
Xolotl, as originally published in the Codex Fejervary-Mayer, 15th century, author unknown.
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Xolotl is a dog-headed god of lightning, fire, and twins in Aztec mythology. He is referred to as one
who is responsible for guiding souls into the underworld, when the people die.
People also frequently paired him with the Quetzalcoatl in various sacred texts and books. They both
are believed to be twins.
Quetzalcoatl is the Morning Star, Lord of the East, Lord of the Dawn, life and rebirth and Xolotl is the
Evening Star, Lord of the West, of the setting sun and of death. Together they travel the Underworld
to retrieve the bones of the dead of the former world in order to recreate life in the new world.
Twin of Quetzalcoatl is not really Jesus as Thomas is considered to be the Twin of Jesus in the
Aztec mythology. The twin is is of opposite character of Queszalcoatl. In Aztec mythology, Xolotl
was a god of fire and lightning. He was commonly depicted as a dog-headed man and was a soulguide for the dead. He was also god of twins, monsters, misfortune, sickness, and deformities. Xolotl
is the canine brother and twin of Quetzalcoatl, the pair being sons of the virgin Coatlicue. He is the
dark personification of Venus, the evening star, and was associated with heavenly fire.) The
connection of Xolotl is not entirely a positive one as he is connected to sickness and death also.

A Sick God
Xolotl’s connection with sickness may be seen from the fact that he is portrayed as having an
emaciated, skeletal frame, whilst his reverse feet and empty eye sockets are representations of his
association with deformities. There is a legend that explains how Xolotl came to have empty eye
sockets. In this legend, the other gods decided to sacrifice themselves in order to create humanity.
Xolotl did not partake in this ceremony, and cried so much that his eyes came out of their sockets.
Evidently Xolotl does not in anyway represent Jesus whose twin is claimed to be Thomas identified
as Quetzalcóatl whose twin ic Xolotl in the central American mythology.
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A Creator God
(https://www.ancient.eu/Quetzalcoatl/)
In the Late Post classical period (from 1200 CE) in Central Mexico the god came to be strongly
associated with the wind (in particular as a bringer of rain clouds) and as the creator god EhecatlQuetzalcóatl. In Postclassical Nahua tradition Quetzalcóatl is also the creator of the cosmos along
with either his brother Tezcatlipoca or Huitzilopochtli and is one of the four sons of Tonacateuctli and
Tonacacihuatl, the original creator gods. After waiting for 600 years this aged couple instructed
Quetzalcóatl to create the world. In some versions of the myth Quetzalcóatl and Tezcatlipoca
repeatedly fight each other and as a consequence the four ages are created and destroyed with each
successive battle between the two gods. This probably represent the on going fight between the local
religions and the Quetzalcóatl teachings which produced a rather complex and at time contradictory
interpretations and representations…….
Following the Spanish Conquest the already complex myths surrounding Quetzalcóatl became even
more twisted, a situation not helped by the confusion of the god's history with that of the legendary
first ruler of the Toltecs at Tollan, Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcóactl, who took on the name of the god
as one of his titles. Even today the legend and symbolism of Quetzalcóatl lives on and he has
become a beacon of Mexican national pride and a powerful symbol of indigenous tradition.
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The Great Twin
and the message of redemption

Quetzalcoatl is also called the Great Twin, who is accompanied on his journey through the
Underworld by his twin Xolotl wearing a dog mask:

Quetzalcoatl
is the Morning Star, Lord of the East, Lord of the Dawn, life and rebirth
and

Xolotl
is the Evening Star, Lord of the West, of the setting sun and of death.
Together they travel the Underworld
to retrieve the bones of the dead of the former world
in order to recreate life in the new world. .
”And they called it Teotihucan
Because it was the place where the lords were buried
Thus they said, ‘When we die, truly we die not,
Because we will live, we will rise,
We will continue living, we will awaken: This will make us happy.”
Nahuatl song
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Quetzalcoatl, as depicted in the Codex Magliabechiano (16th century).
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VIII
QUETZALCOATL,
TWO SEPARATE AND DISTINCT HISTORICAL BEINGS
by Ted E. Brewerton
In his blog http://www.bmaf.org/node/398
presents it.

Many Latter-day Saints have heard the name Quetzalcoatl (feathered serpent), a man, bearded and
white that descended out of the heavens in ancient America. He is associated with the Savior as he
was born in the meridian of time. Some know that a good man born in ancient Mexico in 843 AD,
adopted the name Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl and became confused with the original Quetzalcoatl. Even
the Catholic friars who arrived at, or soon after the Spanish conquest of 1519, "mixed" the history of
these two men.
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King Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl

King Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl.
(Our Prince One-Reed Feathered Serpent) (c. 895 - 947AD)
He is a mythologised figure appearing in 16th-century accounts of Nahua historical traditions, where
he is identified as a ruler in the 10th century of the Toltecsâ€” by Aztec tradition their predecessors
who had political control of the Valley of Mexico and surrounding region several centuries before the
Aztecs themselves arrived on the scene.
He assumed lordship over the Toltecs and migrated his people to Tollan. Reigning in peace and
prosperity he contributed much to the lifestyle of the Toltecs with basic ideas such as civilization. He
was generally considered a god upon earth by his followers with similar powers to those of his
namesake. According to legend, the most accepted fate of the man-god was that during the year '1
Acatl' or 947, and at the age of 53 he migrated to the Gulf coast Tlapallan where he took a canoe and
burned himself.
Critics claim that both the Spanish chroniclers and the indigenous people at the same time period, are
referring to Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl and not to an earlier Quetzalcoatl. The indigenous people of
ancient America remembered their history, with some variations, through the myths about
Quetzalcoatl, especially the coming of the White God who had descended out of the sky, teaching
their people, and healing their sick and afflicted. Over the centuries, the civic and military rulers of the
native people desired to elevate themselves and take on the visage of a semi-god. So they adorned
themselves with the beautiful feathers of the Quetzal bird, indicating they could fly, making the
feathers a prized item of trade. In addition they associated themselves with the serpent which
represented healing powers. ….
As a result of these two or perhaps more personalities, there is a confusion by mixing histories.
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Quetzalcóatl as the priest-king and his flight to the East
One important body of myths describes Quetzalcóatl as the priest-king of Tula, the capital of the
Toltecs. He never offered human victims, only snakes, birds, and butterflies. But the god of the night
sky, Tezcatlipoca, expelled him from Tula by performing feats of black magic. Quetzalcóatl wandered
down to the coast of the “divine water” (the Atlantic Ocean) and then immolated himself on a pyre,
emerging as the planet Venus. According to another version, he embarked upon a raft made of
snakes and disappeared beyond the eastern horizon.
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While talking about the Raft of Serpents my nieces and nephews soon pointed out the snake boats of
Kerala India where the Church of St.Thomas is still a powerful presence. It is now called “God’s own
Country”.

This is a festival on the occasion of the return of Mahabali (the Great Sacrifice). You can see the
resemblance of the Snake in the snake boat. Did Thomas use one of this type of boats? Is there a
connection with the Onam festival?
The legend of the victory of Tezcatlipoca over the Feathered Serpent probably reflects historical fact.
The first century of the Toltec civilization was dominated by the Teotihuacán culture, with its inspired
ideals of priestly rule and peaceful behaviour. The pressure of the northern immigrants brought about
a social and religious revolution, with a military ruling class seizing power from the priests.
Quetzalcóatl’s defeat symbolized the downfall of the Classic theocracy. His sea voyage to the east
should probably be connected with the invasion of Yucatán by the Itzá, a tribe that showed strong
Toltec features. Quetzalcóatl’s calendar name was Ce Acatl (One Reed). The belief that he would
return from the east in a One Reed year led the Aztec sovereign Montezuma II to regard the Spanish
conqueror Hernán Cortés and his comrades as divine envoys, because 1519, the year in which they
landed on the Mexican Gulf coast, was a One Reed year.
In addition to his guise as a plumed serpent, Quetzalcóatl was often represented as a man with a
beard, and, as Ehécatl, the wind god, he was shown with a mask with two protruding tubes (through
which the wind blew) and a conical hat typical of the Huastec people of east-central Mexico. The
temple of Quetzalcóatl at Tenochtitlán, the Aztec capital, was a round building, a shape that fitted the
god’s personality as Ehécatl. Circular temples were believed to please Ehécatl because they offered
no sharp obstacles to the wind. Round monuments occur particularly often in Huastec territory.
Quetzalcóatl ruled over the days that bore the name ehécatl (“wind”) and over the 18th 13-day series
of the ritual calendar. He was also the ninth of the 13 gods of the daytime hours. Although he was
generally listed as one of the first-rank deities, no ceremonial month was dedicated to his cult.
As the god of learning, of writing, and of books, Quetzalcóatl was particularly venerated in the
calmecac, religious colleges annexed to the temples, in which the future priests and the sons of the
nobility were educated. Outside of Tenochtitlán, the main centre of Quetzalcóatl’s cult was Cholula,
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on the plateau region called Mesa Central.
In Meso-American myth Quetzalcoatl is also a mythical culture hero from whom almost all MesoAmerican people claim descent.
Thus in the course of history, after the expulsion of Quetzalcóatl he was presented often in darker evil
forms because of his opposition to the evil practices within the culture - especially the human
sacrifices.(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xolotl#cite_note-27)

King Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl

King Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl.
(Our Prince One-Reed Feathered Serpent) (c. 895 - 947AD)
He is a mythologised figure appearing in 16th-century accounts of Nahua historical traditions, where
he is identified as a ruler in the 10th century of the Toltecs by Aztec tradition their predecessors who
had political control of the Valley of Mexico and surrounding region several centuries before the
Aztecs themselves arrived on the scene.
He assumed lordship over the Toltecs and migrated his people to Tollan. Reigning in peace and
prosperity he contributed much to the lifestyle of the Toltecs with basic ideas such as civilization. He
was generally considered a god upon earth by his followers with similar powers to those of his
namesake. According to legend, the most accepted fate of the man-god was that during the year '1
Acatl' i.e. 947, and at the age of 53 he migrated to the Gulf coast Tlapallan where he took a canoe
and burned himself.
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IX
QUETZALCOATL AS JESUS
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, believes in a second testament of Christ called The
Book of Mormon which describes Christ’s ministry in the Americas in ancient times. In addition to
what is detailed in The Book of Mormon, LDS people cite John 10:16 where Christ said, “And other
sheep I have, that are not of this fold; them also I must bring, and they will hear My voice; and there
will be one flock and one shepherd.” While not official church doctrine, many Mormons believe that
Quetzalcoatl is the historical Christ in the ancient Americas.
In his 1882 work, Meditation and Atonement, Mormon Church President John Taylor wrote this about
the link between Jesus and Quetzalcoatl:
“The story of the life of the Mexican divinity, Quetzalcoatl, closely resembles that of the Savior; so
closely, indeed, that we can come to no other conclusion than that Quetzalcoatl and Christ are the
same being. But the history of the former has been handed down to us through an impure Lamanitish
source, which has sadly disfigured and perverted the original incidents and teachings of the Savior’s
life and ministry.”
Prophecy of Return of Quetzalcoatl
In his book Exploring the Lands of the Book of Mormon Joseph Allen quotes the Mormon scriptures:

“And it came to pass,
as they understood they cast their eyes up again towards heaven;
and behold,
they saw a Man descending out of heaven;
and he was clothed in a white robe;
and he came down and stood in the midst of them.…
(3 Nephi 11:8)
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(See also: Quetzalcoatl, the Maya Maize God, and Jesus Christ Diane E. Wirth Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies 11/1 (2002): 4–15, 107)

A ladder will emerge from the center of our Milky way galaxy in the year 2012. From out of a ladder
will emerge the serpent rope carrying god Nine Wind (“Quetzalcoatl)
From the Codex Vindobonesis.
The Codex Vindobonensis 751, also known as the Vienna Boniface Codex, is a ninthcentury codex comprising four different manuscripts, the first of which is one of the earliest remaining
collections of the correspondence of Saint Boniface. The codex is held in the Austrian National
Library in Vienna.

Virtually all 16th- Century writers wrote about a white god called Quetzalcoatl (kates-all-co-ought-all).
This tradition is strong and repetitive. Every school child in Mexico studies Quetzalcoatl and knows
the importance of his role. …
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"Just as our era began with Christ, so that of the Aztecs and their predecessors began--approximately
at the same time--with Quetzalcoatl. His image, the plumed serpent had for pre-Columbian people
the same evocative force as has the Crucifix for Christianity." (Sejourne 1957:25)
“The story of the life of the Mexican divinity, Quetzalcoatl closely resembles that of the Savior, so
closely indeed, that we can come to no other conclusion than that Quetzalcoatl and Christ are the
same being.” (John Taylor 201)
We should, however, exercise caution as we correlate Jesus Christ and Quetzalcoatl as identical
personages because of the fact that a 10th- century culture hero called Ce Acatl Topiltzin
Quetzalcoatl took upon himself the title of the deity Quetzalcoatl (as well as many others).
Nevertheless, the deity Quetzalcoatl apparently had its origin in the visit of Jesus Christ to the
American continent (see Allen 1970).

Similarities of Christ and Quetzalcoatl include the following:
1. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl were recognized as creator of all things. (Mosiah 4:2; Saenz 1962:19,
40)
2. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl were born of virgins. (Alma 7: 10; Gamiz 95)
3. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl are described as being white or as wearing a white robe. (3 Nephi
11:8; Torquemada 47)
4. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl performed miracles. (3 Nephi 26:15; Sejourne 136- 137)
5. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl taught the ordinance of baptism. (3 Nephi 11:23; Irwin 1963:170)
6. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl prophesied of future events. (Ixtlilxochitl: 40)
7. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl were universal as opposed to just being recognized as local gods. (3
Nephi 16: 1; Sejourne 1962)
8. A great destruction was associated with both Christ and Quetzalcoatl at exactly the same time
period in history. (3 Nephi 8:5; Ixtlilxochitl: 40)
9. The cross was a symbol to both Christ and Quetzalcoatl. (3 Nephi 27:14; Irwin 1963:165)
10. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl sent out disciples to preach their word. (3 Nephi 12:1; Wirth 1978:55)
11. Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl promised they would come a second time. (2 Nephi 6:14; Sahagun
1:40)
12. A new star is associated with both Christ and Quetzalcoatl. (3 Nephi 1:21; Anales de Cuauhtitlan
7)
13. The children of both Christ and Quetzalcoatl will become lords and heirs of the earth. (4 Nephi 1:
17; Ixtlilxochitl: 40)
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Critics claim that both the Spanish chroniclers and the indigenous people at the same time period, are
referring to Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl and not to an earlier Quetzalcoatl. The indigenous people of
ancient America remembered their history, with some variations, through the myths about
Quetzalcoatl, especially the coming of the White God who had descended out of the sky, teaching
their people, and healing their sick and afflicted. Over the centuries, the civic and military rulers of the
native people desired to elevate themselves and take on the visage of a semi-god. So they adorned
themselves with the beautiful feathers of the Quetzal bird, indicating they could fly, making the
feathers a prized item of trade. In addition they associated themselves with the serpent which
represented healing powers. ….
As a result of these two or perhaps more personalities, there is a confusion by mixing of histories.
The following is a prophecy of the return of Quetzalcoatl which parallel the return of Jesus after the
resurrection and assumption. This was indeed the message of Apostle Thomas. Again there is a
confusion between Jesus and the twin Judas Thomas. It is very likely that the receivers got confused
between the message and messenger

Jesus Christ/Relationship to Quetzalcoatl
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_whenry02.htm
by William Henry
from WilliamHenry Website
Diane E. Wirth, Journal of Book of Mormon Studies, (2002)
(fairlatterdaysaints.org)
Legends about Quetzalcoatl from Mexico and Central America bring forward tantalizing resemblances
to aspects of the life and New World ministry of Jesus Christ. In the past, some leaders of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints occasionally drew attention to certain of those similarities.
Among those mentioned in post-Spanish conquest manuscripts were that:
Quetzalcoatl was the Creator,
that he was born of a virgin,
that he was a god of the air and earth (in his manifestation as the Feathered Serpent),
that he was white and bearded,
that he came from heaven and was associated with the planet Venus
that he raised the dead,
and that he promised to return.
The full picture, however, is extremely complex.
In light of ancient sources and modern studies that have appeared in recent decades, some proposed
links between Jesus Christ and Quetzalcoatl remain quite plausible while others are now
questionable. This article examines and sets into a helpful context possible links that may derive from,
or be related to, the Nephites' knowledge of and teaching about the Savior.
This sort of confusion with several deities and historical persons through the centuries has given us a
totally unreliable witness and any attempt to assert a relation will remain probable but certainly
uncertain.
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http://olivercowdery.com/texts/1775Adr1.htm
James Adair (1709- c.1783) came to America in 1735, as a trader to Southern Colonies of America
and did stay with them over 40 years studying their culture. He approached the subject of the Ten
Lost Tribes from an empirical view as historian and anthropologist. His arguments includes 23
arguments purporting to demonstrate that the American Indians are of Hebrew descent (the Lost
Tribes of Israel) which I quote below:
Of special interest is Hebrew name for God, "Jehovah", compared to the
Indian (Choctaw) name for God is "Yo-he-wah".
Like Israel, they also believed that they were God's chosen people.
Here are the comparison between Insrael and the American Indian tribes.
I Their division into tribes
II. Their worship of Jehovah
III. Their notions of a theocracy
IV. Their belief in the ministration of angels
V. Their language and dialects
VI. Their manner of counting time
VII. Their prophets and high priests
VIII. Their festivals, fasts, and religious rites
IX. Their daily sacrifice
X. Their ablutions and anointings
XI. Their laws of uncleanness
XII. Their abstinence from unclean things
XIII. Their marriages, divorces, and punishment of adultery
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XIV. Their several punishments
XV. Their cities of refuge
XVI. Their purifications, and ceremonies preparatory to war
XVII. Their ornaments
XVIII. Their manner of curing the sick
XIX. Their burial of the dead
XX. Their mourning for their dead
XXI. Their raising seed to a deceased brother
XXII. Their choice of names adapted to their circumstances and the times
XXIII. Their own traditions, the accounts of our English writers, and the testimonies which the
Spanish and other authors have given, concerning the primitive inhabitants of Peru and Mexico.
The difficulty today is that we cannot check the validity of his arguments since almost all history and
their original teachings are now lost. The little documents that existed were burned by the colonizers
as pagan. So we cannot really make any judgment based on his arguments. If all these were true,
there is no doubt that Christianity was part of the religions of the Mexica. Today we only have a hazy
view of those religious views.

Tomé Marangatu - Paraguayan legend
The Mormon Story
American Indians are the remnants of the “Lost Tribes of Israel”
(AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW Vol. XX. January, 1899)
According to Joseph Smith ( 1805-1844) who founded the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints( known as Mormon Church), was visited by the angel Moroni in 1823. who told him of an
ancient record containing God's dealings with the former inhabitants of the American continent. In
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1827. Joseph retrieved this record, inscribed in some unknown language on thin golden plates, and
translated it by the "gift of God." The resulting manuscript, the Book of Mormon, was published in
March 1830. , They told of a lost tribe of Israel that migrated to the Americas - the Lamanites, and the
Nephites. The descendants of these form the present day American Indians.

Joseph Smith
( 1805-1844)
The Legend of the Post Resurrection Universal Visit of Jesus including America

There exists another ancient legend which has it that during the forty days between our Lord’s
Resurrection and His Ascension, He traversed the whole earth with giant strides and visited North
and South America.
“Whilst there is no historical evidence to show that our Lord extended His mission on earth by a visit
in His human form to our continent, we know that America is part of that universal world to which He
sent His Apostles to evangelize. The question, whether any of the Apostles actually preached the
Gospel in America, has long been discussed, according to the rules of historical criticism, as has
been witnessed by the learned members of the different Americanist Congresses, notably those held
at Copenhagen and Luxemburg."
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(AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW Vol. XX. January, 1899)
There are evidences to the presence of the Hebrew speaking people of YHWH. But many
archeologist think they are forgery. But are they? Here below I present those evidences.

A. Newark Holy Stones
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In November of 1860, David Wyrick of Newark, Ohio found an inscribed stone in a burial mound
about 10 miles south of Newark. The stone is inscribed on all sides with a condensed version of the
Ten Commandments or Decalogue, in a peculiar form of post-Exilic square Hebrew letters. There is a
carved bearded figure on it. This is identified as Moses from the letters fanning over his head halo.
The inscription is carved into a fine-grained black stone. The inscribed stone was found inside a
sandstone box, smooth on the outside, and hollowed out within to exactly hold the stone.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark_Holy_Stones
https://ohioarchaeology.org/articles-and-abstracts-2008/279-the-newark-qholy-stonesq-the-socialcontext-of-an-enduring-scientific-forgery
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/mcculloch.2/arch/decalog.html
http://www.jhmuseum.org/newark-holy-stones.html
https://www.ohiohistory.org/learn/collections/archaeology/archaeology-blog/2014/december2014/conclusive-proof-that-the-newark-decalogue-stone-i
.
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B. Los Lunas Decalogue Stones
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Lunas_Decalogue_Stone
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/mcculloch.2/arch/loslunas.html https://historydaily.org/the-tencommandments-in-the-new-mexico-desert
https://josephsmithfoundation.org/los-lunas-decalogue-stone-new-mexico/
Some years Later, the Los Lunas Dacalogue stone, an 80-ton boulder found in New Mexico showed
Ten Commandments.

They were written in the modern Hebrew alphabet, and also in the older Paleo-Hebrew. The stones
contained the name of God spelled out in YHWH and the Ten Commandments.
Cyrus Gordon (1995) proposes that the Los Lunas Decalogue is in fact a Samaritan mezuzah. The
Jewish mezuzah is a tiny scroll placed in a small container mounted by the entrance to a house. The
ancient Samaritan mezuzah, on the other hand, was commonly a large stone slab placed by the
gateway to a property or synagogue, and bearing an abridged version of the Decalogue. Gordon
proposes that the most likely age of the Los Lunas inscription is the Byzantine period.
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Cyrus Gordon (1908-2001), a Professor of Ancient Languages at New York’s Brandeis University.
translated the Bat Creek Stone’s inscription “for Judah” and dated it according to internal linguistic
evidence between 70 and 135 A.D.. These time-parameters coincide with the statements of Flavius
Josephus (37 A.D. circa 100) a 1st-century Romanized Jew. In The Jewish War (circa 75 A.D.), he
told how “ The Hebrews fled across the seas to a land unknown to them before.” The term of “land”
Josephus used was Epeiros Occidentalis, or “Western Continent,” a self-evident reference to America.
This would mean that Hebrew-speaking war refugees from the ancient Old World arrived in eastern
Tennessee more than 1,300 years before Christopher Columbus undertook his first transatlantic
voyage.
In 2004, Mainfort and Kwas discovered a Masonic reference book from 1870 that had a picture nearly
identical to the Bat Creek inscription. This eliminated almost all doubt that the Bat Creek inscription
was fake.
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/bat-creek-stone
There is an overwhelming evidence which all cannot be attributed to forgery. There must have been
at least a minority Jewish presence in Americas.
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Coin of the First Jewish War, with Paleo-Hebrew letters similar to those Gordon (1971) claimed are
present on the Bat Creek inscription.

Masonic artist's impression of Biblical phrase
script (Macoy 1868: 134), compared with the inscribed stone.

(QDSh LYHWH) in paleo-Hebrew
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Display in the Museum of the Cherokee Indian, Cherokee NC
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/mcculloch.2/arch/wletter.htm
THE NEWARK HEBREW STONES: Wyrick's Letter to Joseph Henry; J. Huston McCulloch Originally
appeared in Midwest Epigraphic Journal Vol. 6 (1989), pp. 5-10.
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D. Johnson-Bradner Stone

Lithograph J. Royer, Nancy. Congres International des Americanistes, vol. 2, p. 192.
Two years later, in 1867, David M. Johnson, a banker who co-founded the Johnson-Humrickhouse
Museum, in conjunction with Dr. N. Roe Bradner, M.D., of Pennsylvania, found a fifth stone, in the
same mound group south of Newark in which Wyrick had located the Decalogue. The original of this
small stone is now lost, but a lithograph, published in France, survives.
The letters on the lid and base of the Johnson-Bradner stone are in the same peculiar alphabet as the
Decalogue inscription, and appear to wrap around in the same manner as on the Decalogue's back
platform. However, the lithograph is not clear enough for me to attempt a transcription with any
confidence. However, Dr. James Trimm, whose Ph.D. is in Semitic Languages, has recently reported
that the base and lid contain fragments of the Decalogue text.
The independent discovery, in a related context, by reputable citizens, of a third stone bearing the
same unique characters as the Decalogue stone, strongly confirms the authenticity and context of the
Decalogue Stone, as well as Wyrick's reliability. http://www.mundofreak.com.br/2016/08/24/folcloresume-a-lenda-do-primeiro-civilizador/ by Andrei Fernandes
https://fantasia.fandom.com/pt/wiki/Sum%C3%A9
http://www.portalguarani.com/detalles_museos_otras_obras.php?id=103&id_obras=2433&id_otras=3
69
http://laatlantidaenamericamartabalbi.blogspot.com/2015/05/sume-y-viracocha.html
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https://www.astrocentro.com.br/blog/espiritual/deuses-indigenas-brasileiros/attachment/deusesindigneas-brasileiros-sume/ https://www.wattpad.com/303960680-mitos-del-paraguay-leyenda-desanto-tomas)

E. Open Air Chapel (capilla) at Santa Cruz:

Here is an interesting tale of the open air chapel (capilla) at Santa Cruz:
A little more than 2000 years have passed since the indigenous people in the area of Huatulco (our
adopted village) saw coming from the sea an old man with long hair and a beard and a large cape
carrying a magnificent timber-like cross. According to legend he is recognized as Saint Thomas the
Apostle and "Quetzalcoatl".
Many amazed people came to the beach (at what is now known as Santa Cruz) to meet him. The
man greeted them in their own language and taught them many things, including prayer. His stay was
short, and as he departed he instructed them that the holy timber must remain on the beach, and
despite its huge mass he erected it in the sand by himself. Through the eons since, pilgrimages of
Native Americans have come here to pray at the holy timber.
The name, Quauhtlelco, a Nahuatl word means Cuauhtli “timber”, Telosa “to bow”; and Co “place”.
The words together mean Huatulco “the place where the timber is adored”.
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In 1587, Thomas Cavendish (a pirate!) arrived by sea to rob the rich port of Huatulco and tried to
demolish the holy cross but his axes and saws failed. Then he tried to pull the cross down with ropes
tied to his ship. He failed again. He then burned the cross but it remained intact.
The Capilla de Santa Cruz contains an altar with a small cross and legend has it that it is a fragment
of the Holy Cross of Quetzalcoatl. Other fragments of the Holy Cross are in Oaxaca, Puebla, and the
Vatican.
About two centuries before the Spanish conquest of Mexico, the Huatulco area was colonized by the
Mexicas, - the Aztecs. When they occupied the land, noticing the locals worshiped the wooden cross,
they called the place “Cuauhtolco”, a Nahuatl word which means “the place where the wooden log is
adored”. There is Church in that area today.

The central altarpiece of the Catholic Church in Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala,
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Traditional Symbols of the Evangelist Mathew, Mark, Luke and John
As reported by the Mormon Archealogical Group, “The central altarpiece of the Catholic Church in
Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala, has the typical symbols on its corners of the four evangelists: Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John. Instead of an eagle for John on the upper right-hand, the sculptor carved a
quetzal bird, and the usual bull for Luke is a deer (Lower right hand corner). At the altar’s center is
the Maize God in lieu of Christ.

Codex-style plate depicting the resurrection of the Maize god emerging from the earth symbolized by
a turtle carapace.
The Maize God was a dying and resurrecting god, and since Christ was also known as “the bread of
life," the cultures of the New World didn't have any trouble associating the Maize God with Christ.”
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Versions found in Bahia, identify Sumé with the apostle Thomas and, according to a Bahian friar, he
taught the Indians to cultivate cassava, corn, beans and bananas and their many uses. One type of
banana is even called by his name. He taught them the use of Yerba mate. (Yerba mate is used to
make a beverage known as mate. When served cold, the drink is called tereré in Guaraní. It is
traditionally consumed in central and southern regions of South America, primarily in Paraguay, as
well as in Argentina, Uruguay, southern and central-western Brazil, the Chaco region of Bolivia and
southern Chile.). Yerba mate is the national drink of Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay, more popular
than coffee, chocolate, and true tea combined. In some places the first sip of Yerba is dedicated to
Sume.
He Walked the Americas – Evidence of Jesus by Native Americans – Red Shaman Intergalactic
Ascension Mission (wordpress.com)
“And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall hear my
voice; and there shall be one fold, and one shepherd.”
John 10:16
This is why he sent out his disciples to preach the gospel to the ends of the earth.
If Christ was himself going to all the earth, he did not have to train his disciples. Again he did not go
to every other part of the world, why? It then appears that where Jesus himself went and taught, the
gospel was lost while where his disciples taught - at least in most places - it survived to this day.
Everywhere Apostle Thomas went he was most probably misunderstood as the twin of Jesus or as
Jesus himself. Being a cousin of Jesus most authorities consider that he looked like Jesus and was
taken him to be so.

Behold My Hands
Steven E. Jones
www.bastison.net/RESSOURCES/Farce/57_Jones_Jesus.pdf
Steven Jones presents the evidence for the understanding of the resurrected Jesus by showing the
nail holes in the hands and feet of the Mayan god Itzama or Hunab Pu
Who is Itzamna?
"Chief of the beneficent gods was Itzamna. He was the personification of the east, the rising sun with
all of its manifold mythical associations....He was said to have come across the eastern waters. One
of his titles was Lakin-Chan, the serpent of the East...As light is synonymous with life and knowledge,
he was said to have been the founder of the culture of the Itzas and the Mayas. He was the first priest
of their religion; invented writing and books...As a physician he was famous, not only knowing the
magic herbs but possessed of the power of healing by the laying on of hands...For his wisdom he was
spoken of as the royal or noble master of knowledge" (Daniel Brinton, American Hero-Myths).
"Itzamna was also...able to cure the sick and even bring the dead to life. People came from all over
the land to his shrine, and for that reason he was known as Kabul, 'Maker with his hands'...it seems to
be the equivalent of Bitol, 'Maker,' title of the Quiche creator" (J. Eric S. Thompson, The Rise and Fall
of Maya Civilization, 229).
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The Deity Hunab Pu/ Itzuma are connected to the Venus. Venus as an evening star disappears and
then appears as a morning star. This is explained as the death and resurrection of the god.
considered as the period between disappearance of Venus as evening star and the planet's
reappearance as morning star. .

Thus, in the Mayan view, the Deity Hunab Pu/Itzamna is associated with Venus and the "morning
star" with his resurrection. Rev. 22:16, describes Jesus as ‘the bright and morning star’.Ephesians
4:9 : "Now that he [Christ] ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the lower parts of
the earth?" (See also I Peter 3:18-19.)
This pictured by the Mayan mythology and is shown in many drawings. The surprising fact is that the
dead Hunab Pu/ Itzuma carries with him the marks of the nails in his hands and feet.
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“George E. Stuart and Gene S. Stuart describe the sculpture as "...the exalted Itzamna, lord of sky and
earth" (The Mysterious Maya, 97). And Robert Elliot Smith describes the line drawing of a similar
sculpture [shown in Figure 3] as "Itzamna, the old god...[with] prominent cheekbones, markedly Hebraic
nose..." (Robert Eliot Smith, The Pottery of Mayapan, Peabody Museum of Archaeology and ethnology,
Harvard University, 1971, pp. 50-52). Yes, the nose does look "Hebraic" as he says, not like the typical
Mayan nose” Itzamna evidently is showing his marks on his hands.
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Figures 4a and 4b show photographs of ancient painted capstones from a Mayan temple in the
Yucatan peninsula, from a ruin known today as Dzibilnocac. Eric Thompson suggests that the
paintings depict God K of the Maya (F. Nelson, personal communication), who is sometimes identified
with Itzamna (Nicholas P. Dunning, Lords of the Hills: Ancient Maya Settlement in the Puuc Region,
Yucatan, Mexico, 142).
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And all of the artwork pre-dates Columbus by many years.] According to Michael Coe, Itzamna can
be traced to the hieroglyphic record to "the mid-second century after Christ" (Early Steps, 117).
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Steven Jones presents several more Mayan artwork representing Deity Itzamna with the mark of the
nails in his hands. Some of them are very much faded. Again he points out that the hands are the
major sign of the deity.
"As in the case of several of the day signs already examined, the design has been shown to
reproduce a characteristic attribute of the deity to whom the day was dedicated; it is virtually certain
that the hand is the symbol of the god of the seventh day....The hand is also associated with
Itzamna...." (Thompson, Mayan Hieroglyphic Writing, 76)

And strangely the hand has a nail hole in it. It certainly points to Jesus who died and went to the
hades and took captives captive and took them to paradise and came back to earth. The wounds
obviously points also to Doubting Thomas. It seems to point out that Thomas was the Apostle who
brought Christianity to these regions. But after he left it led to lot of mythical suprastructers and royal
historical connectors that the story behind has become unclear.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Legends of the Pale Prophet from the Native People of Americas.
http://www.wakeuphumanity.com/
the-pale-prophet.html

Patricia Summers

This collection is from Patricia Summer’s website, For a full study you may visit the site. These
quotes seem to indicate the Prophet who walked the America was Jesus. Or Was it his Cousin
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brother twin Thomas?
The legends that follow are the legends of the Healer. These legends were told by the fireside of a
“saintly white teacher,” who performed miracles with healing and control over the winds, waters, and
other natural items. All describe his eyes as gray-green like the ocean and told stories of the future.
His symbol has been woven into blankets, carved on canyon walls, put on pottery and danced in
dances. His name has been given to mountains and rivers.
Though the stories are many and spread throughout the Americas, they are broken into bits and
pieces, hard to follow and piece together into one tale. His name varied, most names were reflective
of his control over the wind and water, as he would request each tribe to name Him as they wished,
stating there was no value to a name.

Messiah Figure giving Key Hand Grip and with Mystic Symbol similar to Michigan Artifacts from
Burrows Cave, Illinois
Ancient American Special Publication, North America Tradition, 2001
Common to almost all:
*He was a white man with a beard
*He said He came from across the sea
*He would choose twelve “disciples”
*He spoke of His Father’s Kingdom
*He wore a bright white garment with golden sandals
*He made references to the future
*He had control over the wind and all elements
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*He had the ability to heal wounds
*His sign was the cross
*He taught love and peace
*He taught that good deeds were important
*He referred them to the Dawn Star
—–
**The Shawnee told the author that this came from the Prophet….
”Do not kill or injure your neighbor, for it is not he that you injure; you injure yourself. Do good to him,
thus adding to his days of happiness even as you then add to your own. Do not wrong or hate your
neighbor; for it not he that you wrong: you wrong yourself. Rather love him, for the Great Spirit loves
him, even as He loves you.”
**I have heard the Cherokee story a couple times now about when the Prophet was with them. It was
said that there were many tales, but most were as all the other nations. The one that was unique to
the Cherokee was one in which the Healer was troubled by the events of the future. His twelve
disciples (all tribes say he chose twelve for his special training!) were following him through the
woods for fear any danger would come upon Him…..
—–
**The “Algonquin of the Eastern Seaboard” tell they received their name for the Dawn Light from the
Pale One. They wouldn’t name the Prophet as He had asked them to do. They wanted to know what
He was called where He grew up and He told them a name that was strange and hard to say. But
they tried hard to say it: Chee-Zoos, God of the Dawn Light, basically the same as the Puants.
—–
**The Chippewa remember very well the “pale Great Master.” They tell He gave them medicine
lodges where the signs and emblems are secret and taken from those across the ocean. And
according to the author, they keep this secret to this day.
—–
**The Prophet was known to come across a Puant city in the now known area of Oklahoma. It was
the Prophet’s custom to always take their established temples and change them. He would chose the
twelve to teach them the priesthood and then lectured the people. This was again done here as usual.
But here, the people wanted to hear about his childhood. He told them he was born across the ocean
where all men had beards. Even in the legends, he told them of his virgin birth and about the bright
star that shone over his city of his birth. The heavens opened up and winged beings sang chants of
exquisite beauty.
”When the University of Oklahoma was digging the Spiro Mound, they found mush pottery showing
winged beings singing, and also the hand with the cross through the palm. To them, He was known
as Chee-Zoos, the Dawn God, and they whisper of Him about the campfires when no white man can
listen. To quote the book, “The love they bear Him is beyond measurement, for well they know He
watches over them, and that when their journey here is over, He will meet them in the Land of
Shadows, for such was His sacred promise.
“They smoke the Sacred Peace Pipe in His memory, and blow the smoke to the four directions (sign
of the cross), knowing that to each man comes his retribution, no matter how flows the river of history.
Thus in great pride walks the Red Man, even though now dire poverty stalks him and starvation or
hunger sits at his table. In the mask like calm of his expression there smiles a secret satisfaction, a
something which to puzzled white men is entirely beyond understanding.”
—–
**They tell that He always wore a long white toga, with black crosses embroidered along the bottom,
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and had golden sandals…
—–
*It is said the hot springs of Tacobya mark the passage of the Healer. In a canyon nearby is the hand
with the T cross in it, and near this the Great Cross. It is understood that He traveled to the
Havasu, raising one arm in greeting meaning “Peace and Prosperity to you”. He then stopped and
tapped a large rock with his staff and water gushed out of it. He drank from this sacred water and
today it is called the Spring of Tacobya.
—“Have you ever wondered about the cedar…every tribe revere it…high priests mix its shavings with
the leaves of our tobacco? And why do we blow smoke across our bodies, when we are returning
from the war trail? Is it not to ask His forgiveness, as was once taught by the Pale Prophet? Why do
we plant these trees upon the Great Mound-those ancient histories of our cities? Was it not to warn
all men that once He walked here; the Sacred One, the Miracle Worker?
“And the color of snow: among all the nations it stands for peace. Why is this so? Because He wore it,
as he traveled from nation to nation He taught the people to live in peace and to speak in council,
thus settling all their problems. This was His way and the way of His Father.
“Why do we raise our hands up in greeting? Because that was His sign, a tradition which we still
follow.”
“Why do we use the Cross as a sacred symbol?
Was it not because He wore it about the hem of His full white garment, and carried the sign on His
two hands, those hands so gifted in healing?…In the Wisacoo Lodge and many others there are
some who still know His secret language, but those things are being fast forgotten.”
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
In this collection again we see a confusion between the messenger and the message. The prophet
speaks about his birth as from a virgin but when it comes to the cross it is only as a symbol and
wears it on his dress. Never a mention of the crucifixion, death and resurrection as part of the
messenger’s life; but it is always the message.
One thing is certain.
The good news of the Gospel of Jesus Christ came to the Indians of Americas - even though it
was forgotten and lost long before the Catholic missions came here.
But Who brought it to America?
Was it Jesus?
or
Could it be Apostle Thomas?
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X
THE MAYAN CROSSES

Long before AD1524 when the first Franciscan missionaries arrived in New Spain, they found the
natives had the cross as part of their religious symbolism. How did it happen is still an enigma. If it
was brought in by Thomas, it has been represented in a culturally relevant way by the time the
Jesuits arrived.
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Palenque is an ancient Maya city located about 500 miles (800 km) southeast of Mexico City. It lies
in northern Chiapas, near the bottom of a highland, overlooking a vast plain.
Its ancient name was Lakamha (“Big Water”) and its modern name comes from the nearby Spanish
colonial settlement of Santo Domingo de Palenque. Although probably known to the local modern
Maya, it was rediscovered by European explorers in the 18th century and even elicited the interest
of King Charles III of Spain.
Pakal’s city
Archaeological finds indicate that the city was occupied at least as early as 500 B.C. but reached its
peak in the seventh century A.D. under the rule of K’inich Janaab Pakal, also known as “Pakal the
Great.” It was during his reign that Palenque recovered from invasions by its rival Calakmul (a city
located 180 miles to the northeast) and launched a major building program that would see the
development of a palace 300 feet by 240 feet (90 meters by 70 meters) and construction of the
“Temple of the Inscriptions,” which sits on top of a step pyramid about 65 feet (20 meters) high.
There was an abundant supply of soft limestone nearby that allowed the city’s artists to carve
intricate reliefs.

Temple of the Cross Complex
THE MAYAN CROSSES

The second symbolism which needs explanation is the occurrence of Mar Thoma Crosses as
central
religious symbol of the Meso-America. In AD1524 when the first Franciscan missionaries arrived in
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New Spain, they found the natives had the cross as part of their religious symbolism. The cross was
central to their worship that they found two splendid "Temples of the Cross" among the ruins of
Chiapas, Yucatan.

Mayan ruins at Palenque in Chiapas, Mexico.
Temple of the Cross (Left), Temple of the Sun (Middle) and Temple of the Foliated Cross (Right)
(See W. H. Holmes, Archeeologicul Studies Among the Ancient Cities of Mexico, Field Columbian
Museum. Publication No. i6;
https://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1033&context=ocj)
Archaeological finds indicate that the city was occupied at least from as early as 500 B.C. and
reached its peak in the seventh century A.D. The Temple of the Cross complex was built by KanBahlum who reigned between 684 AD and 702 AD. One purpose of the temple was to house the
panels that recorded Kan-Bahlum's ancestral history, his accession and the divine origin of his
lineage.
“The Temple of the Sun, The Temple of the Cross, and The Temple of the Foliated Cross are
constructed on their own pyramidal platforms and share the same courtyard on the lower slope of
the majestic Mirador hill next to the sacred Otolum River. The Temple of the Cross entrance faces
South and the water source of the Otolumriver, while theTemple of the Foliated Cross opens toward
the West, while the Temple of the Sun faces East. In each of the sanctuaries we see three large
engraved limestone panels with inscriptions telling the story of the Palenque Lords and their
historical connection to their ancestral gods of the Divine triad. But these hieroglyphic and
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iconographies are difficult interpret and rea.
All three temples have the same interior dimensions.
Large panels of glyphs in the back of each sanctuary have relief-carved tablets that depict scenes
which have similar icons.
https://www.ancient-origins.net/ancient-places-americas/temples-palenque-reveal-story-ladycormorant-and-her-three-sons-triad-gods-021662
http://precolumbia.org/pari/publications/RT01/Observations.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palenque https://www.livescience.com/24978-palenque-mayantemples.html
The Temple of the Cross complex was built by Kan-Bahlum who reigned between 684 AD and 702
AD. One purpose of the temple was to house the panels that recorded Kan-Bahlum's ancestral
history, his accession and the divine origin of his lineage.

Archaeologist have evidence that the site was attacked by Calakmul in 599 and 611.
When the Spanish arrived in the 16th century, Palenque had long been abandoned and forgotten by
the Maya in the region. In 1567 Father Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada was the first European to study
and publish a description of the ruins which he named Palenque. Father Pedro Lorenze de la Nada
was exploring near the Usumacinta River where he stumbled upon its stone temples and plazas.
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Bas-relief carvings in the Temple of the Cross describe the accession of K'inich Kan Balam to the
throne of Palenque. Within the inner chamber of these temples bas-relief carvings are found,
depicting two figures. At first scientists thought that the smaller figure was K'inich Janaab' Pakal,
Kan Bahlum's father, and that the bigger figure was K'inich Kan B'ahlam himself. Now, with a
greater knowledge of iconography and epigraphy, it is believed that both figurines represent Kan
Bahlum: one in his youth at the ritual of passage, and the other at adulthood representing his
accession to the throne. Between these figures is the Ceiba, also known as the World Tree.
Representing paths to the Otherworld, each one of the three temples is also dedicated to a certain
god in the Palenque triad. Our interest is in these concepts of the Trinity represented in these
Palenque triad.

The Palenque Triad
A set of three gods among other gods served patron deities for the Palenque’s kings. They are
usually labelled as G I, G II, and G III by the discoverer Heinrich Berling (sometine in 1950s) The
royal connection and mythologies - as Kings were supposed to be the incarnation of the God - were
narrated in the tablets of the Cross Group. We only know the name of GII as Unen K’awiil which
means
“Infant Kawiil” or Son of God

From the placement of the temple levels the three are hierarchically ordered
G I - The Temple of the cross is the dominant senior member of the Triad - the Father God _
connected to the Rising Sun and of Royal Ancestry.
G II - The Temple of the Foliated Cross, the Temple of Unen K’awiil - the Son of God comes
next- Connected to lightning, agriculture, fertility and Royal authority along with Maize,
growth and fresh water
GIII - The Temple of the Sun. The Temple of the sun is associated Warfare and underworld
and is built as a cave
On top of the highest mount stands G I and then a little lower comes G II and the ground level
comes G III.
(Why “Three” is important in Mesoamerica and in the Book of Mormon| Book of Mormon
Archealogical forum by Diane E Wirth)
The Popol Vuh of the Quiche Maya speaks of three creator gods, and many Mesoamerican sites
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had a triad of gods. Each polity had a different set of names for their three deities. Some speculate
that is why Christianity was accepted so readily by the natives. After the Spanish Conquest, a
Spanish priest by the name of Francisco Hernandez studied the natives and concluded the Indians
already believed in the Trinity. He sent a letter to Bartolome de las Casas, a Bishop of Chiapas in
the mid 1500's, and here is what las Casas reported as what Hernandez wrote:
“They knew and believed in God who was in heaven; that that God was the Father, the Son
and the Holy Ghost.
That the Father is called by them Icona [Ic,ona in the Spanish text] and that he had created
man and all things.
The Son's name was Bakab who was born from a maiden who had ever remained a virgin,
whose name was Chibirias, and who is in heaven with God.
The Holy Ghost they called Echuac.”
By the sixteenth centuary the names became somewhat altered. The little comma-like hanging from
the “c” gives us a pronunciation in Mayan of “ts,” so this name would be pronouced Itzona. This is
obviously a transliteration of the name of Itzamna, for which Professor Karen Bassie-Sweet would
agree.
Mayanists acknowledge that Itzamna was the supreme god of the Maya. He was the father of the
Maize God, and Bakab, as used in the above paragraph, is most likely one of the manifestations of
the Maize God according to some scholars. Nevertheless, we have to be extremely careful in saying
that these three gods represent the Father, Son and the Holy Ghost. The high god, Itzamna, is clear.
Bakab as the Son takes a stretch, but very plausible.
Echuac was the god of merchants, and merchant travelers prayed to him for their safety. One might
say this god gave guidance and protection and that is part of the role of the Holy Ghost.
Itzamna, Bakab, and Echuac were three separate gods, not three gods of one essence as is the
case with the Catholic tradition of the Trinity.”
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Temple of the Cross = God I
I
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David Stuart, probably the biggest authority on Mayan mythology notes that G I was crowned in the
heavens by the creator God, Itzamna, before the world began. Itzamna is of course the most
supreme of all Maya gods who may be compared with the “Ein Sof” of Jewish mysticism. This would
mean GI descended from the sky as one of the first God of Existence. G I is named on the Tablet
of the Cross and in the Temple XIX platform text as a key player in Palenque’s mythological history
long before he was “born” as a member of the Triad. Lounsbury considered the existence of a “preTriad GI” as evidence for the existence of two separate gods, one a father and presumed spouse of
“Lady Egret” (the Triad Progenitor) and the other the Triad member forming the Trinity before all
creation started by them. Perhaps for this reason Dennis Tedlock (1992:252) is explicit in giving
the name Hun Hunahpu to this “pre-Triad” GI, as one “born before all creation”
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Palenque, Mexico, Sanctuary tablet in the Temple of the Cross
Drawing of the wall panel above from Temple of the Cross
Temple of the Cross is the largest and highest structure, a sky temple associated with solar rebirth
and ancestral authority, owned by One Lord, Hun Ahau, first born of the Triad (God I). The central
symbol is a large cross representing the sacred world tree/cosmic tree of the Milky Way called
the Wakah Chan Te' (Sixth Sky Jeweled Tree), with flowering branches, decorated with jewels, with
the celestial bird ( spirit of the Creator God Itzamna) perched on top. Hun Ahau represents a
"rebirth" of the original First Father-Creator God.
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We isolate the cross so that we can make our comparison easily

On the right is the cross taken out of the ornamentation.
“When they were come unto a place called Golgotha, that is to say, a place of a skull, . . . they
crucified Him” (Matt 27:33-35). See also (Mark 15:22-24)., (Luke 23:33 KJV), (John 19:17-18

Mayan representation of the skull
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”Calvary, or Golgotha (Koinē Greek: Γολγοθᾶ[ς] Golgothâ[s], is traditionally interpreted as reflecting
Syriac: gāgūlṯā, as it were Hebrew gulgōleṯ "skull" ( ;)גולגולתArabic: )جلجثة, was, according to the
canonical Gospels, a site immediately outside Jerusalem's walls where Jesus was crucified.
”They brought Jesus to the place called Golgotha (“which means “the Place of Skull”) “ Mark 15:22
(Matt 27:33-35); (Mark 15:22-24);(Luke 23:33);(John 19:17-18)
According to the Hebrew tradition, Melchizedek, King of Salem, placed the bones of Adam in his city,
Jerusalem. According to legend, Melchizedek actually placed the bones of Adam at Golgotha and
just under the cross on which Jesus died. The blood of Jesus is said to have dripped deeper into the
cave and onto the skull of Adam. Adam’s Burial is not the only historical event to occur at Calvary.
According to Medieval tradition, Adam’s burial and Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac are both located at
Calvary.
(https://brownpelicanla.com/good-friday-the-hidden-meanings-of-golgotha-whose-skull-was-it/)
We can see that the lotus signifying life and beauty is combined with the skull of death to indicate
overcoming death.On the right is the cross taken out of the ornamentations
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Itzam-Yeh: the Celestial Bird
Itzam-Yeh: the Celestial Bird is associated with the Big Dipper star constellation, perched on the very
top. The seven stars that form the dipper is associated in the Mayan myths with seven macaw birds.
The Mayan explanation is that it represents the Kingdom of God. Itzam Yeh, as a bird often
portrayed standing on top of the World Tree is another manifestation of Itzamna, the Supreme God.
The Bird of Heaven is a more than an associate of Itzamná, it is his counterpart, both a separate
entity living alongside Itzamná and sometimes Itzamná himself, transformed. Evidently the connection
again simply symbolizes the Holy Spirit, new birth, spirit, and eternal life.
(https://www.thoughtco.com/itzamna-mayan-god-of-the-universe-171591)
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We have the replica of the Marthoma Cross
Now compare the form of cross in Palenque Cross with the St.Thomas crosses that are found in India
and China
The similarity is unquestionable, including the triple leaf arms, the lotus base and the celestial bird In
both cases. While the cross shapes are identical, the birds have different look. On the top of the
Indian cross, we have a dove which represents the holy spirit. On the top of the Mayan cross also we
have a bird but not a dove. It is still defined by the Mayans as a Celestial Bird. How did it happen is
still an enigma. If it was brought in by Thomas, it has been represented in a culturally relevant way by
the time the Jesuits arrived and were given several interpretation in terms of human salvation and
redemption without any hint of the historical Jesus.. Here are a few examples.
On the left is the typical Marthoma cross in India.
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Many magnificent incense burners have been found in caches in the platform of the Temple of the
Cross. They have been restored and are now on display in the site museum. Evidently they
worshipped in these places and used incense

.
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G II
Temple of the Foliated Cross - God GII

The Baby Kawiil
God the Son
Unen K’awiil (GII) was the infant aspect of K’awiil, the embodiment of power in the form of lightning,
agricultural fertility and royal authority. In the Temple of the Foliated Cross he shows strong
connections to precious maize, new growth, and fresh water.
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Here we don’t have Marthoma Cross. But we do indeed have a very familiar cross representing the
Trinity in a familiar representation of sacrifice of the Son for the redemption of the world.

Similarity of the Christian Trinity Cross with the Mayan Foliated Cross Trinity
On top we have the celestial bird representing the Holy Spiriit or Wisdom
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Below is God the Father holding the hanging Son on the cross
Cross itself is represented as a tree.
But there is more to back up those assumptions. The following are more direct and positive proofs
that confirms some form of Christian presence long before the Spanish migration.

Foliated Cross Trinity

132
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Christian Cross of Trinity
Father did not forsake his only begotten son on the cross.
He suffered with his Son. It was really the Father’s sacrifice to redeem mankind.
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You can see the writings on either side of the cross . There is one part of these text which is
interesting to us. This part of text begins as follows, I give the glyphs and the reading and their
translation as this expert gives

“Of The Thrice manifested God’ first born child (sprout),
He was born a Son of Man (a human person) being also the Son of God”
(https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/57/1/82/150188/Saint-Thomas-Apostle-of-America) asserts:
The Mayas did make stone crosses resembling the Maltese cross. Two members of the expedition,
the pilot Antón de Alaminos and the chronicler Bernal Díaz del Castillo, reported having seen them,
and mentions of the Yucatán crosses are found in Oviedo, Gómara and Peter Martyr. The latter noted
in his fourth Decade: “Crosses have been seen amongst them [the natives of Yucatán], and when
they were asked, through interpreters, the meaning of that emblem, some of them answered that a
very beautiful man had once lived among them, who had left this symbol as remembrance of
him.”(Henry R. Wagner, The Discovery of Yucatán by Francisco Fernández de Córdoba (Reprint,
New York, 1969), pp. 34, 37, 42, 62.)

Basic Maltese Cross -- modified will look like this
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The Christian Cross as a Tree
Foliated Cross is very much a tree. Mayans saw this tree as a connection between the heaven and
the earth which gives life.

“The cross was the cosmic tree that sank its roots in the underworld and extended its branches to the
dwelling place of the gods, for what was considered a powerful symbol that served as an intermediary
between men , divinity and the world of the dead.” (Ramón Rabre Jordá)
Among the Mayans, evidently it represented a mediation between man and God and a process of
reconciliation which is same as the christian cross.
Then again, the Maya were not alone in regarding their Cross as a Tree. Christians did also.
The ancient author Justin wrote about Jesus hanging on the Tree. Many thousands of similar
designations may be found in Christian literature.
Acts 5:30-31 -- The God of our fathers raised Jesus whom you killed by hanging him on a tree.
Acts 10:39-41 -- They put him to death by hanging him on a tree; but God raised him on the third day
and made him manifest.
Acts 13:29-30 -- And when they had fulfilled all that was written of him, they took him down from the
tree, and laid him in a tomb. But God raised him from the dead.
Galatians 3:13 -- Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us - for it
is written, "Cursed be every one who hangs on a tree".
1 Peter 2:24-25 -- He himself bore our sins in his body on the tree, that we might die to sin and live to
righteousness. By his wounds you have been healed.
Thus we see a direct correlation between the Christian Tree and the Mayan Tree.
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The Infant Jesus Church in RS Naidu Nagar portay the cross as a tree
shown above with Jesus crucified on it

Mayan Cosmos

A Many-Layered Universe
The Tree of Life in Maya mythology, the sacred wakahchan, is the Ceiba(Ceiba pentandra), the
YaxchèIt is believed that the tree’s roots sink deep into the underworld, while its branches are ladders
to the heavens; the tree is perceived literally, as a Pillar of the Sky.
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The Maya universe consist of multiple dimensions of heavens above and underworlds below, with
the human world sandwiched between. The heavens consisted of 13 layers stacked above the earth,
and the earth rested on the back of a turtle or reptile floating in the ocean. Four brothers called the
Bacabs, possibly the sons of Itzamná, supported the heavens. Below the earth lay a realm called
Xibalba, an underworld in nine layers. Linking the three realms was a giant tree whose roots reached
into the underworld and branches stretched to heaven. The gods and the souls of the dead traveled
between worlds along this tree.
(The Maya Creation Story, Gene Fernandez From Sunrise magazine, August/September 2001;
Theosophical University Press)
http://www.mythencyclopedia.com/Le-Me/Mayan-Mythology.html#ixzz6rDj7eINX
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Temple of the Sun= God GIII
GIII, the most junior member of the Triad, was an aspect of the solar deity who had strong ties to
warfare and the underworld.
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The tablet of the sun at the Temple of the Sun
The Temple of the Sun – the lowest and smallest structure, an underworld temple depicted as a cave
within a mountain, associated with warfare and military authority, owned by "night sun" deity Sun Lord,
K'inich Ahau , second born of the Triad (God III), who symbolizes the warrior. The central symbol is a
ceremonial shield and two crossed spears, supported on the hunched backs of underworld deities.
The sun-eyed face in its center rises over a four-cornered royal dais representing the four-sided earth,
and a small figure symbolizes the spirit of sacred warfare. For all purposes this probably represents
the god who descent into the hell (evening star) and bring out those who are bound captives and
take them to the upper heaven creating a new dimension of Paradise as the morning star (Venus)
Text and image in the tablets of the Cross Group at Palenque by Flora S, Clancy describes it as
follows :
The figure here is not the ordinary cross but a simple T . The top of the table is marked by cross
shape marked on it. The icon consists of two crossed spears resting upon a Table top which in turn
is held up by two human figures. Hung or suspended in front of the crossed spears is a large round
shield with a face on it. The great icon of the shield and spears is flanked by the two crosses,
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This cross is also familiar to Christians in the form of a T or the Tau Cross.
(The Tau was used as the first cross of the followers of Christ and many believe that the cross of the
Crucifixion was actually T-shaped, and many early Christians adopted the Tau as the symbol of their
religious belief.)
Images of war and death sacrifice adorn the panel in the pib na of the Temple of the Sun. A Sun
Jaguar shield and crossed spears dominate the central icon. These images are sustained aloft by a
throne with bleeding jaguar heads emerging from one axis, and bleeding dragons from the other.
The throne and its burden of war rest on the shoulders of God L and another aged god from the Other
world. Both are bent over like captives under the feet of victorious warrior kings. This scene recalls
the defeat of the Lords of Death at the beginning of time by the Hero Twins. Captive sacrifice was the
source of life through the reenactment of the magical rebirth of these heroic ancestors of the Maya
people. God L, who received the greetings of the new king in the Temple of the Cross, now hold up
the burden of war and sacrifice. In both cases, ritual performance by the king involved Other world
denizens in the human community.
Here in the Temple of the Sun, the power object is not actually passed from the inside scene to the
outside, as in the other temples; but the intent of the composition is still the same. On the inner panel,
Pacal holds a full-bodied eccentric flint and a shield made of a flayed human face: symbols of war
among the nobility of Palenque and other Maya kingdoms.
If we move to the outer panels, on one we see Chan-Bahlum holding a bleeding jaguar on a small
throne as the symbol of sacrificial death. On the opposite panel, he wears cotton battle armor with a
rolled flexible shield hanging down his back. The tall staff he wields is probably a battle spear typical
of the kind carried by warrior kings at other sites. The parallelism here is nicely rendered. On the one
side, he is emerging from the pib na as a warrior prepared to capture the enemies of his kingdom; on
the other, he comes forth as the giver of sacrifice, the result of victory.
Linda Schele and David Freidel, A Forest of Kings: The Untold Story of the Ancient Maya, p. 243
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Incense burners were a very important part of religious ceremonies,
used for about twenty years, after which they were buried in sacred
places. The cylindrical clay body was decorated with masks of gods
or the faces of revered ancestors. Conical vessels on top of the
stands burned copal incense and human blood.
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Ceramic lid of an incense censer, depicting King Pakal falling into the jaws of the underworld,
below a Mayan Cross symbolising the Tree of Life, Mexico Death is represented by the skull on which
the King falls on- enlarged In built is the basic Mar Thoma Cross.
In 1518, Juan de Grijalva saw some columns shaped like crosses in Cozumel.(Henry R. Wagner, The
Discovery of New Spain in 1518 by Juan de Grijalva (Berkeley, 1962), pp. 82-83.)
After the conquest of Mexico, and that of Peru, other crosses were discovered. Garcilaso de la Vega
describes at length one he saw in Cuzco.(Garcilaso de la Vega, Royal Commentaries of the Incas
(Austin, 1966), I, 73-74.)
Still more have been unearthed recently in Palenque, Quiriguá, Tikal, and other Mayan sites.
Painted and sculptured figures resembling Christ, the Virgin Mary, and even the Trinity were also
found in various places.(Bernardino de Sahagún, Historia de las cosas de Nueva España (Mexico,
1956), III, 358-359; Fray Gerónimo de Mendieta, Historia ecclesiástica indiana (Mexico, 1870), pp.
536-539.)
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XI
ACCUMULATED EVIDENCE OF EARLY CHRISTIAN
WITNESS
IN AMERICA
SYMBOL OF THE CROSS IN MESOAMERICA by Donna Weddle. Independence, Missouri gives the
following:
The cross, a recognized Christian symbol, was being used to mark graves and indeed some tombs
were in the form of a cross.
There are many stories telling of the crucifixion of the bearded white God known by many names in
various Indian languages. One account tells of a man more resplendent than the sun who died on a
cross.
An extension of this symbol is found in the use of three crosses in several areas, including the
Zapotec culture in the Oaxaca Valley. The Spanish found that the women of Yalalog were wearing as
necklaces three silver crosses fastened by a bar which suggests a fourth cross in the overall design.

Necklaces of three silver crosses were worn by the women of Yalalog, in the valley of Oaxaca in
Mexico, even before the coming of the Spanish.
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In a remote Mayan city in Chiapas, carvings were found of men bearing crosses.
As early as 1881 the Rev.J.H.Defouri is his publication Was the Apostle St.Thomas in Mexico gives
the following religious practices of the Aztec people which confirms the presence of the Christian
Church in the land.

Title: Was the Apostle St. Thomas in Mexico?
Author: Defouri, The Rev. J. H.
Collection: Making of America Journal Articles [Volume 34, Issue 201, Dec 1881; pp. 420-426]
Article URL: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/moajrnl/bac8387.0034.201/424
When the Spaniards made the conquest of Mexico they found among the Aztec population many
religious practices which resemble greatly our Christian rites. The same practices have been found in
Lower California and in a great measure in Cozumel, about Yucatan.

Cross: Great was the respect for the cross;honor and worship were given to it in the whole
Mexican empire. Major association of worship with some form of cross is seen all over the temples.
Palenque crosses eapecially of G I and G II.

Monasteries: Clavigero and Acosta relate that at the time of the conquest were found monastic
establishments for men and women equally worthy of consideration for their purity and austerity of life.

God Quetzalcohuatl, and goddess Ceutcotl, or “Our Mother.
The principal among those religious orders seems to have been that of the god Quetzalcohuatl, and
that of the goddess Ceutcotl, or “Our Mother." All the religious lived under the obedience of their
respective superiors, were occupied in serving the temple of their god, praying, singing" hymns,
maintaining the perpetual ﬁre, and other functions of that kind. Their vows were either perpetual or
only for a certain time. The women were obliged to cut their hair at their entrance into religion.

Lent observation at the same time as all Christian Churches around the world:
These religions held many and long fasts. One of them, which lasted forty days, coincided with
Orthodox Lent calendar.

Baptism:
But among all the remarkable religious ceremonies there was a kind of baptism which differed
exceedingly little from the one practised in the Catholic Church. Veytia, explains it as follows: “ It is
known that through all the country was established a kind of baptism which changed, as to the
ceremonies, in various places, yet remained the same everywhere in all essentials—
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a bath of natural water, reciting over the baptized some formulas, such as prayers and orations,
imposing a name; and all this was considered as a rite of religion."

All professed for this baptism such a devotion and reverence that no one neglected to receive it. lt
was considered as‘ a new disposition to become good, the means of escaping damnation and of
gaining an imperishable glory.

New Birth sacred ablution - Adult baptism:
ln Yucatan was commonly practised a sacred ablution, called by the people ' the new birth," by the
means of which they hoped to gain the kingdom of heaven. This rite was administered sometimes by
infusion, at other times by immersion. In the prayers which accompanied it let us note these
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expressions:
“ This bath cleanses the faults which thou hast carried since the womb of thy mother. . . . I pray that
these heavenly waters may destroy and separate from thee all the evil and sin which has been given
to thee before the commencement of the world, since we are all under its power, being all the sons of
Chalchivitlycuc."

Auricular Confession:
We know also that at the time of the conquest, in Mexico as well as in Nicaragua and Peru, auricular
confession was in practice - confessing their sins to the priests, relating all that they considered as
faults, - and accepting the penance which was imposed. . . ."
the priests administered the rites of confession and absolution.
The secrets of the confessional were looked upon as inviolable."

Consecration of the bread and wine:
Among all the religious ceremonies of the Aztecs, was the consecration of bread and wine, which
resembled in a singular manner the holy sacriﬁce of the Mass and Holy Communion as they are
practised in the Catholic Church.

40 Day Fast and Easter Day
The ceremony was performed at the feast of the god Huitzlipochtli, which coincided with our Easter.
Father Sahagun points out: “Exactly and at the same time in which we celebrate the Pasch, the
Mexicans celebrated theirs, after a fast of forty days, during which they abstained from meat and sex.
A public penance preceded the celebration of the feast. . . . The water was blessed solemnly, as we
Catholics are accustomed to do on Holy Saturday."
Veytia, says: “Nothing is better known than that the offerings are made of bread and wine--that is,
bread was made from flour without fermentation, and that what was drunk was wine."

Virgin birth
There are several stories regarding the birth of Quetzalcoatl.
One version has him born of a virgin named Chimalman, to whom the supreme god, Onteotl (the
Great Father-Mother) appeared in a dream. Onteotl showed his/her face to Chimalman and her two
sisters. The two sisters died instantly from the gaze, but Chimalman, pure of heart, survived and
conceived a son, Quetzalcoatl.
In another version, the virgin Chimalman swallows a sacred piece of jade and conceives Quetzalcoatl.
In a third version Quetzalcoatl is the son of a mother who already has four thousand children who
have left her and now form the stars of the Milky Way. This mother was saddened to be alone and
have her children so far from her bosom. She began to weep from longing. Onteotl took pity on her in
her loneliness and caused a feather of the sacred quetzal bird to drift. It impregnated her and
Quetzalcoatl was born as Venus the Morning Star
Record of Earthquake at the death on the Cross
Among the Mexican hieroglyphs we ﬁnd the record of a great solar eclipse and of a terriﬁc earthquake,
which, after making the difference which exists between the various systems of chronology, seem to
coincide with the wonders which happened at the death of our Saviour.
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From the same source we ﬁnd that some years after these events a renowned personage came into
the country from the north, represented as a white man, with a ﬂowing beard, a large mantle adorned
with crosses spread over his shoulders, with his head uncovered, his feet bare, and carrying a staff in
his hand. This was Quetzaleohuatl, who taught them these doctrines and established these
sacraments. This could not have been anyone other than an Apostle of Jesus.
To this we add

Monotheism and the concept of Self Creation of God - Ein Sof and the formation
of Trinity
Council of Elohim and Son of God as incarnate on earth.
Self Sacrifice for creation and redemption by God.
Similarity of Marthoma Cross and the Mayan cross found in many places.
Representation of Cross standing on Calvary (Skull)

Representation of Father holding the Son on the cross and the bird on cross

Covington Scott Littleton (July 1, 1933 – November 25, 2010) was an American anthropologist who
was Professor and Chair of the Department of Anthropology at Occidental College. A co-founder of
the Journal of Indo-European Studies, Littleton was an expert on Indo-European mythology
Dr. C. Scott Littleton (1933-2010) remarks:
“The speed with which many Mesoamerican people converted to Christianity had much to do with
Quetzalcoatl. Some people converted because they identified Cortes with their god; they believed the
new rituals the Spanish missionaries introduced were another version of practices used to worship
Quetzalcoatl. This process was aided by a resemblance between the Spanish missionaries and the
Aztec priests of Tenochtitlan, both of whom wore long black coats. Other people converted because
they identified Christ with Quetzalcoatl. Both figures had a message of peace; in addition, the myth of
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Quetzalcoatl’s descent into the underworld to find bones for a future human race, and the use of his
own blood to bring the bones to life, had parallels in the story of Christ’s crucifixion, death and
resurrection. (Littleton, Gods, Goddesses and Mythology, v. 11. New York: Marshall Cavendish, 2005;
p. 1203.)

Almost all scholars agree to the above surmise.
Here is a summary which is repeated in practically in every study including those who are antichristian.










Like Christ, Quetzalcoatl is born of a virgin, the goddess Coatlique, and is a great teacher of
civilization.
Also like Jesus, Quetzalcoatl strikes down the Prince of Darkness and Evil (Tezcatlipoca), who
attempts to deceive mankind.
The Aztec godman descends into the underworld, where he “gathers the bones of the human
beings” and give them life. Jesus went to the underworld and took captives captive.
Quetzalcoatl’s blood is used to convey life to the humans whose bones he saved, while Christ’s
blood delivers eternal life and saves humans from death.
Quetzalcoatl became the “second sun,” while Jesus is the “sun of righteousness” arising with
healing on his wings. (Mal 4:3)
Both Christ and Quetzalcoatl are identified with the morning star. “I, Jesus . . . I am the root and
the offspring of David, and the bright and shining morning star” (Revelation 22:16 )
Quetzalcoatl also represents one of the four cardinal points, one of four “brothers,” while Christ
has four brothers (Mt 13:55).
Both figures are depicted as light-skinned and bearded.
Both will return to vanquish their enemies.
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Jesus, identifies himself (Jn 3:14-15) with the serpent Moses raised up at Numbers 21:0,
Quetzalcoatl and Kukulkan are identified with the serpent, a relationship dramatically reflected at
Kukulkan’s temple at Chichen Itza.

There is no way to explain away all these similarities between the Christianity and the paganised
religion of South America other than the possibility of some Apostle or Evangelist going into the area
long before the Spanish Catholic Jesuits. The likelihood of St.Thomas going into Americato the
Indies cannot be negated.
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How did he do it?
Did he take a ship?
Did he walk over the waters?
Or Did he jump over the sea from one continent to the other?
Even though it was not known to the European and Indian traders, there must have been small boats
of even ships plying between Africa and America and probably between China and America. Hence it
will not be such a surprise that Thomas could reach America.
During the first centuries of colonization in America, the first Jesuits who arrived in Brazil were
surprised by the receptivity of Karayo natives, who lived in the coastal territory between the city of
Cananéia (SP) and the region of Lagoa dos Patos (RS). These natives not only reported, but also
showed various records and signs of “proof” that became strong indications of the passage
of
Thomas by the South of America. Interestingly, there are similar records in India, indicating it is the
same person. The natives also reported the mythological figure of a white man who would have
visited their South of America in Pre-Columbian times. This figure, which they attributed the nickname
“Father Sumé”, was identified and merged with São Tomé - Saint Thomas.
According to these reports, long, long before the arrival of the Europeans, a tall, white-bearded,
extraordinarily wise man called Pai Sumé or Pai Zumé [Father Thomas] came walking over the ocean
to teach the Indians the art of agriculture, to sow maize and cassava and other products, and to show
them the use of yerba mate. (the national beverage of Paraguay.)
Most importantly, this wise old man spoke to them about a religion with the One True God and told
them one day there would be men who would carry the Cross and teach them this truth. Then, after a
time, having completed his mission among the natives, this man turned back to the sea,
leaving traces of his footsteps on the rocks in various sites along the coast and interior of the South
American Continent. In Paraguay, these footsteps of the Apostle St. Thomas can be seen on several
hills: Tacumbú near Asunción, Santo Tomás, Cristo Rey in Caacupé, Yaguarón, etc.
In this part of America, the Indians used a system of roads that was known by the name of Peavirú or
Peavijú for their trips to the coast and to Paraguay. These same roads were used by the Europeans,
guided by the local Indians, in their explorations. This communications system was also given the
name of Santo Tomás, as it is mentioned in the history books on the Jesuit Missions of Paraguay.
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It received this name by the disciples of St. Ignatius of Loyola and the Spaniards, since those roads
were connected to the legend of Pai Zumé. These first Jesuits who evangelized in these areas
believed that this personage was in fact the Apostle St. Thomas, who had come to America in the
days of the early Christians to prepare for the coming of the missionaries.
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A procession with St. Thomas in the city of Paraguarí in Paraguay; at right steps of St. Thomas at the
top of a hill of Tacumbú near Asunción
Signs left by Saint Thomas in Brazil and India
http://henryjenne.com.br/saintthomasinbrazilandindia/
Route taken by Saint Thomas to Brazil as proposed by Henry Jenné da Costa Jr,who was born in the
South of Brazil based on their local tradition.

The independent discovery, in a related context, by reputable citizens, of a third stone bearing the
same unique characters as the Decalogue stone, strongly confirms the authenticity and context of the
Decalogue Stone, as well as Wyrick's reliability.

Foot prints and Grotos
There exists footprints of Saint Thomas and the caves and grotos where Thomas lived in Brazil which
are very similar to the footprints found in India. Here is the comparison as given by Henry Jenné da
Costa Jr.
Adam's Peak, the highest point in Sri Lanka, also boasts a footprint of Thomas.
Foot prints of St.Thomas left in the mud which became hard. Similar footprints are also found in India.
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Grotos that São Tomé lived in Brazil
The discoverer of the footprints was Father Nobrega, whose mission to Brazil is specifically
mentioned by Vincenzo Maria. Nobrega reported that the local tribe called Thomas "Zum," or "Pay
Zum" -- "Pay," it seems, being the name given to any local priest or shaman. Similar local holy men,
and even footprints, were found in other places -- in Paraguay, Peru, and Ecuador. One missionary
sent a rock, bearing footlike impressions, from Chile to Rome, for examination by experts.
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These are very similar to the ones in Chennai, India.- given below Cave of Saint Thomas in India and
the foot prints.
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One cannot deny the similarity of the two sites confirming the identity of the same Apostle Thomas in
both places.
Adam's Peak, the highest point in Sri Lanka, also boasts a footprint of Thomas.
Jesuit Manuel da Nóbrega says:
“a reliable person told me, that the roots of bread that are made here today are given by, St. Thomas,
because they had no bread here.”
“They say (the natives) that St. Thomas, whom they call Sumé, passed by here and this was told to
them by their ancestors and that their footprints are signaled by a river, which I went to see, for the
certainty of the truth, and I saw with my own eyes four footsteps very marked with their fingers, to
which they are covered by the river sometimes, when it fills. They also say that when he left these
footsteps he was escaping from the natives who wanted to shoot him, and when he got the river it
opened, and he passed through it, without getting wet. And from there he went to India. They also say
that when the natives wanted to shoot him, the arrows turned back to them, and the bushes made
way for him. They also say that he promised them he would see them again.”
These natives had a cross, which associated with the story caused greater admiration. According to
the Jesuits, the natives reaffirmed other Christian religious ideas taught by Sumé (Tomé). Admirably,
they said that to their ancestors, Sumé taught that a virgin of incomparable beauty gave birth to a
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beautiful son who had no father; and this son restored health to the sick, vision to the blind, life to the
dead.
The hospitality of them was very friendly, having a festive demonstration of dances, being offered
food, causing him surprise. The Indians then told him an age-old tradition received from their
ancestors. When St. Thomas, who they called Father Zumé, made his way through those lands, he
had said these words to them:
“The doctrine that I now preach to you, you will lose it in time. But when, after a long time, some of my
successor priests, who bring crosses as I bring, will hear your descendants this same doctrine that I
teach you.”
There are many who think that there is not enough evidence to this assertion.

Rev. P. De Roo, in an article in" American Ecclesiastical Review, vol. XX, Jan., 1899 reports as
follows:

THE APOSTLE ST. THOMAS ON THE AMERICAN CONTINENT
by Father P. De Roo, 1899
There are records to indicate that St. Thomas travelled through regions of the ancient Near East such
as Parthia, Media, Persia, Hircania, and Bactria, and thence proceeded further east to India proper
(Roman Breviary, Dec. 21). Greek-speaking Christian congregations still exist at Socotera, the island
Socotra, in the Indian Ocean, the place in which the missionary Theophilus was preaching at the time
of Emperor Constantine. It is well known that an entire Christian population was found here by
Kosmas Indicopleustes in the sixth century, by Arabian freighters in the ninth, and finally by the
Portuguese in the year 1507. According to the traditions of the Syrian Christians, the Apostle passed
by Socotera and landed at Cranganoor, where took place the first conversions of the Indian people.
He established Christian communities all over the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar, until he shed
his blood for the doctrine he was preaching -- in a place, since called Beit-Tuma, or house of Thomas.
This tradition is related by St. Gregory of Nazianzen, and by a merchant of Alexandria who found
Christians also in Ceylon (Peschel: Geschichte des Zeitalters der Entdeckungen, S. 5). Nicephorus,
of Constantinople, and nearly all the authors referred to by Solorzano, state, moreover, that St.
Thomas preached not only to the easternmost people of India, but even to the Chinese. It would not,
therefore, have been such an extraordinary matter to have followed these nations in their migrations
eastward to Polynesia, and even as far as the Americas. ...
suppose that, for the sake of argument, it be granted that human means of transportation from
Palestine or from European coasts to America were unknown during the lifetime of the Apostle.... We
should then by no means rule out the possibility of a miraculous intervention of God for the purpose of
spreading the true Faith.... Let us consider some prehistoric vestiges found in America, that would
seem to indicate the actual presence of the Apostle St. Thomas on this continent.
It is especially among the oldest nations of Brazil that the memory of the Apostle has been religiously
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kept, ...preserving the tradition that he preached to them.
Nieremberg (Historiae Naturae, l. xiv, c. cxvii) writes:
"The East Indians [i.e., those of Brazil] still show a path followed by St. Thomas on his way to the
kingdoms of Peru. ... It is related in particular that St. Thomas had gone to Paraguay (See
Nieremberg, loc. cit., and Bancroft, Native Races, vol. V, p 26) along the Iguazu River; and afterwards
to Parana on the Uruguay, on the bank of which is pointed out a spot where he sat down to rest.
According to the ancient reports he foretold the later coming of men who would announce to their
descendants the faith of the true God. This tradition is indeed a great consolation and encouragement
to the preachers of our holy religion who suffer much in their labors for the faith among those
barbarous nations." ... [A]nyone reading the chronicles of Brazil...must be impressed with the fact that
in that country, down from ancient times, ...the name of St. Thomas, who preached there, is
preserved. ...
Concerning the above reference stating that St. Thomas entered Paraguay and the neighboring
provinces..., Sahagun (Historia General, p. iv) relates that the Commissary of the Franciscans,
who, ..., had been sent to La Plata, wrote on the first of May, 1533, ...a most remarkable letter, in
which he states that the Christians had been received like angels by the natives, from whom he had
learned that, four years before, a certain prophet...had announced to them that ere long Christians,
brothers of St. Thomas, would come to baptize them.... The prophet...had further enjoined them to
keep the Commandments and many other Christian teachings.
This report is hardly more surprising than what we learn from the History of Paraguay by
Charlevoix...:
When, in the year 1609, the Fathers Cataldino and Moceta penetrated into the wilderness of America,
to convert the Guaranis, certain chiefs of the tribe assured them that long ago, according to their
ancestral traditions, a learned man, named Pay Zuma or Pay Tuma, had preached in their country the
faith of heaven and had made many conversions amongst them. Yet, in leaving he had foretold them
that they and their descendants would abandon the worship of the true God, whom he had made
known to them; but that, after the lapse of centuries other messengers of the same God would come
with a cross, like the one they saw him carrying, and would restore among their posterity the faith he
was preaching.
Some years later, when Fathers Montoya and Mendoza were in the district of Taiati, in the province of
Santa Crux, the Indians, seeing them approach with crosses in their hands, received them with great
demonstrations of joy. The missionaries, manifesting their astonishment, were told the same story as
was told Cataldino and Moceta.
These natives designated their ancient Apostle also by the name of Pay Abara, or the Celibate Father.
Pay Zuma seems, however, to have been the more common appellation.
In all these regions the first Christian missionaries of the sixteenth century were called Pay-zumas, by
the aborigines (cf. Horn, De Originibus Americanis, l. 3, c. 19; and Bastian, Die Culturländer des Alten
Amerika, b. II, s. 58-67). ... ..It will be noticed that the form Zuma or Tuma bears a striking
resemblance to the Apostle's name. …...
Traditions similar to these are reported in other parts of South America, such as those of the
Tupinambas, and along the Uruguay, where is shown still the resting-place of the Apostle during his
sojourn among the tribe (Nieremberg, loc. cit.). ...
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The most ancient traditions of the Peruvians tell of a white-bearded man, named "Thonapa
Arnava," ...who arrived in Peru from a southern direction, clothed with a long violet garment and red
mantle. He taught the people to worship ... the Supreme God and Creator, instead of the sun and
moon; [he] healed the sick and restored sight to the blind. At his approach, wherever he went, the
demons took to flight. ...
Horn aptly remarks that proper names frequently undergo slight variations in their passage from
language to language, so that Thonapa might easily represent Thoma-Papas. ... [The title Papas, or
Father, is] evidently imported, as it is without meaning in the native tongue.... The surname "Arnava"
is not unreasonably interpreted from the Peruvian Nechua dialect, in which arma or arna signifies to
bathe or pour water, referring probably to the ceremonies of baptism administered by St. Thomas...;
[thus the name seems to designate him as Father] Thomas the Baptist. Sahagun tells the curious fact
that the Peruvians gave to their missionaries, after the Spanish conquest, the name of ... Padres
Tomés.
The Chilians likewise have a tradition of a bearded and shod man, who had appeared to their
forefathers, healing the sick and procuring for them, when their land was parched, abundant rains
(Bastian, loc.cit.).
[Concerning] the northern half of our continent..., we find in one of [America's] most magnificent ruins,
in the temple of the cross of Palenque, artistic relics, which many learned antiquarians have
considered as unmistakable records of the early possession of the Catholic faith. ...
Sahagun...assures us that the famous Mexican high priest and civilizer, Quetzalcoatl, was none other
than St. Thomas. "Cohuatl," he says, means not serpent, as it is often mistranslated, but "twin," that is,
the name of the Apostle, who was called Didumos, which means "twin"; an interpretation confirmed
by the fact that in Mexico there was no serpent-worship, and no serpent is represented on any altar. ...
Bancroft (Ibid., vol. V, p 200) ... says: "During the Olmec period, that is, the earliest periods of Nahua
power, the great Quetzalcoatl appeared. His teachings, according to the traditions, had much in
common with those of Christ in the Old World; and most of the Spanish writers firmly believed him to
be identical with one of the Christian Apostles, probably St. Thomas."
Thus the belief that ... the Apostle- St. Thomas penetrated as far as America, in the desire to
propagate the teaching of Jesus Christ, is not devoid of foundation. …
The old American traditions, so singularly consistent by their agreement, whilst originating in many
different parts of this extensive continent, cannot be lightly dismissed. ..., but other Catholic
missionaries followed in the course of time to renew the work, and to teach Catholic doctrine, morality,
and worship, of which the Spaniards found so many clear vestiges in South America at the time of its
discovery and conquest.
(Rev. P. De Roo, "The Apostle St. Thomas in America," American Ecclesiastical Review, vol. XX,
Jan., 1899)”
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The letter of Jaume de Blanes to Columbus refers to Apostle Thomas’ visit to
America

The statue of Jaume Ferrer de Blanes stands at the base of the Columbus
Monument located Plaça del Portal de la Pau, at the lower end of La Rambla in
Barcelona. Cataluña, Spain
“The first man seriously to assert the evangelization of America by the Apostle St. Thomas was
probably the learned and famous scientist and lapidary, Jaime Ferrer de Blanes, who wrote to the
discoverer Columbus from Bruges, under date of August 5, 1495 :
“ I, Senor, meditate upon the mysterious fact that God’s infallible Providence sent the great Apostle
Thomas from the West to the East, to promulgate in the Indies the sacred law of the Catholic faith;
and that same Providence has urged you, Senor, to take an opposite way, from the East to the West;
so that by God’s will you have reached the extreme parts of Upper India; thus you make known to the
descendants of the former inhabitants what these have neglected of the preaching of Thomas; in
order that the word may be fulfilled: ‘ their sound hath gone forth into all the earth;’ and very soon you
will reach, under the divine guidance, the great gulf, on the shores of which the glorious Thomas has
left his saintly body.” : (AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW Vol. XX. January, 1899)
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Bartolome de las Casas believes that Apostle Thomas visited America and left
their mark.

Bartolomé de las Casas .(1484 – 1566) was a Spanish colonist, landowner, friar, priest, and bishop,
famed as an historian and social reformer. He arrived in Hispaniola as a layman then became a
Dominican friar and priest. He was appointed as the first resident Bishop of Chiapas, and the first
officially appointed "Protector of the Indians". His extensive writings, the most famous being A Short
Account of the Destruction of the Indies and Historia de Las Indias, chronicle the first decades of
colonization of the West Indies. .Bartolomé de las Casas spent 50 years of his life actively fighting
slavery and the colonial abuse of indigenous peoples,
Blessed de las Casas, Bishop of Chiapa, states that even in those early days the belief was general
that the Apostle St. Thomas had left certain traces of his sojourn in Portuguese Brazil.

Piedrahita, the historian of the Muyscas considers that both Apostles
Barthelomeu and Thomas ministered in Americas
William Prescott states in his History of the Conquest of Peru::
“ Piedrahita, the historian of the Muyscas, is satisfied that this apostle must have been St.
Bartholomew, whose travels were known to have been extensive. (Conq. de Granada, Parte 1, lib. 1,
cap. 3.) The Mexican antiquaries consider St. Thomas as having had charge of the mission to the
people of Anahuac. These two apostles, then, would seem to have divided the New World, at least
the civilized portions of it, between them.
How they came, whether by Behring's Straits, or directly across the Atlantic, we are not informed.
Velasco—a writer of the eighteenth century —has little doubt that they did really come. Hist. de Quito,
tom. i. pp. 89, 90. ”
History of the Conquest of Peru by William Prescot
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History of America Before Columbus: According to Documents and ..., Volume 1 By Peter De Roo
Lucas Fernández de Soto Piedrahita was born in Santa Fe de Bogotá. On February 27, 1668, he was
appointed by the King of Spain and confirmed by Pope Clement IX as Bishop of Santa Marta.In 1669,
he was consecrated bishop by Antonio Sanz Lozano, Bishop of Cartagena. On November 16, 1676,
he was appointed by the King of Spain and confirmed by Pope Innocent XI as Bishop of Panamá.He
served as Bishop of Panamá until his death on March 29, 1688
St.Clement knew of the existence of “the other world” from St. Thomas
Pope Clement I also known as Saint Clement of Rome, is listed by Irenaeus and Tertullian as Bishop
of Rome, holding office from 88 AD to his death in 99 AD. Thus Clement was a contemporary of
Apostle Thomas who died in AD 72

Pope St. Clement I
St.Clement writes about the existence of “the other world” in one of his letters to the Corinthians.

